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PATTERN RECOGNITION AND READING BY MACHINE

W. W. Bledsoe and I. Browning
Sandia Corporation, Albuquerque, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

An essential part of data processing by machine is pattern
discrimination, characterization, and mensuration. A system to

accomplish these ends has been devised and is being used on an

IBM 704. To evaluate the discriminating capability of the

system, typewritten numerals, hand-block print, and handwritten

script characters have been used as patterns of respectively
increasing complexity and individual variability.

All of these patterns were processed by using a family of

general-purpose programs based upon a central principle which

embodies Gestalt recognition. Original patterns are imaged on

a 10 x 15 photocell mosaic, reduced as a 150-bit binary coded

image (or number), and "learned"in a memory matrix. Successive

experiences are added to this memory matrix. New patterns are

recognized by measuring their similarities to the learned experi-

ences. Recognition is accomplished on a character by character

basis and also by contextual relationships.



Typical results are: 1) For typewritten numerals, 100 per-
cent recognition under all conditions tried; 2) for hand-block

print, 92 percent under certain conditions; for handwritten

script characters, 54 percent under certain conditions. Elabora-

tion of the logic to include contextual reading increased the

recognition of hand-block print to 100 percent and of handwritten

script characters to 98 percent.
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Figure Captions

The photomosaic and two of the randomly chosen photo-cell pairs. The four digital groups to the right are
the four possible states of each photocell pair.
The system learning the letter I in a central position.
Only two of the 75 pairs are shown.

The system learning the letter I in another position.
Note that the memory experience shown in the previous
figure remains.

The system learning the letter I in a third position.
The check marks to the right show all possible combina-
tions of these two photocell pairs for the letter I.
Hand-block print as it appears on IBM cards. (Top --

A, C, E; Bottom -- N, M, H.)
Handwritten script characters as they appear on
IBM cards. (Top w, 1, 0; Bottom -- s, r, e.)
The memory matrix with the characters B, G, and 5
learned. Note that two G's have been learned.

Comparative scores of hand-block letters.

Comparative scores of handwritten letters.

Comparisons of the percent recognized for hand-block
print read with different n-tuplings: n = 1 (hatched
bars) and n = 2 (solid bars). Note that when all five
alphabets are learned together, the percent for n = 2

improves. In other words, for n = 2, the ability to
read improves with additional learning in the memory
matrix.

Comparison of percentage recognition of hand-block
print with different n-tuples. Five alphabets
(labelled A, B, C, D, and E) are considered singly,
and then together.
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Table I

10

11

Table II

Scores made on handwritten script letters, showing
that for larger values of n, larger amounts of learn-
ing are useful.

Fig. 8a

Material of Fig. 8a presented in different form.

Arbitrary shapes which were taught to the system as
a basic distribution pattern for the subsequent
reading of alphanumeric handwritten characters.
Each shape was learned in the position shown and
also in several positions resulting from lateral dis-
placement.

Percentages of recognition for five different choices
of random n-tupling.
Handwritten letters read by context. Letters and
words incorrectly identified are underscored.

Table Captions

-~ Typical experiments indicating experimental param-
eters and percentage of read-out for hand-block
print.

-- Typical experiments indicating experimental param-
eters and percentage of read-out for handwritten
script characters.

Table III -~ Scoring by context.



PATTERN RECOGNITION AND READING BY MACHINE

W. W. Bledsoe and I. Browning
Sandia Corporation, Albuquerque, New Mexico

INTRODUCTION

Many efforts have been made to discriminate, categorize,
and quantitate patterns, and to reduce them into a usable machine

language. The results have ordinarily been methods or devices

with a high degree of specificity. For example, some devices

require a special type font; others can read only one type font;

still others require magnetic ink.

We have an interest in decision-making cir-
cuits with the following qualities: (1) measurable high relia-

bility in decision making, (2) either a high or a low reliability
input, and (3) possibly low reliability components. The high

specificity of the devices and methods mentioned above was felt
to be a drawback for our purposes. All of these approaches prove

upon inspection to center upon analysis of the specific charac-

teristics of patterns into parts, followed by a synthesis of the

whole from the parts. In these studies, pattern recognition

of the whole, that is, Gestalt recognition, was chosen as a more
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fruitful avenue of approach and as a satisfactory problem for the

initial phases of the over-all study.

In addition, we chose to concentrate upon the recognition
of alphanumeric patterns, rather than upon other pattern types,
for the following reasons:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Convenience. Results can be handled easily since it
is possible to use conventional print-out equipment.

Furthermore, we could exploit our own familiarity
with letters and words.

Background. Research on alphanumeric pattern recogni-
tion has been vigorously pursued, and we were therefore

able to make use of the relatively large literature on

the subject.

Usefulness. Success in our efforts would make availa-
ble a technique which society needs and can use im-

mediately, even though such a result would be only a

by-product of our over-all study.

Because typewritten numbers were recognized without error

in the cases considered, the investigation quickly shifted to

hand-blocked print and finally handwritten script characters as
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displaying greater complexity and increasing individual vari-

ability. In this way the decision making powers of the system

were more fully challenged.

Since a numerical output is the inherent mode of expression

of a digital computer, our work was aimed at developing

a numerical score for each pattern examined. The basic method

employed to obtain these scores and to use them to identify each

pattern uniquely will be described in the following section.

Then various expansions and variations of the method will be

covered. Finally, a method of extending identification by con-

textual relationships will be described briefly.

It may be mentioned at this point that this system is

highly general -- that is:

(1) It handles all kinds of patterns with equal facility.

(2) Because it does not depend upon absolute pattern-

matching, it can identify a pattern which is not

exactly like, but only similar to, a pattern it has

previously learned.

(3) It does not depend significantly upon the location

of a pattern on the photomosaic for identification.



(4) It is only partially dependent upon the orientation

and magnitude of a pattern for identification.

It would also be well to mention the two major disadvantages of

the system:

(1) When the learned patterns are quite variable, the

memory can be saturated, especially in certain cases.

(2) A very coarse mosaic, especially if it has inconstant

photocell performance, produces images of small

letters which do not contain enough information for

recognition. See, for example, the sixth character,

an e, in Fig. 2b. The large letters, however, do not

present this problen.

However, both of these disadvantages can be at least partially
overcome; the first, by various techniques to be described later;

the second, by using a mosaic with more photocells.
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BASIC METHOD

Of prime importance in this method is the way in

which pattern discrimination is provided. The best way to

describe the process is by example.

We start with a 10 x 15 photocell mosaic (this size being

chosen because of immediate availability), the elements of which

are related to one another as 75 randomly chosen, exclusive

pairs. Fig.la shows the mosaic and two such randomly chosen

pairs (1, 1, and 21 2). Images, letters for example, projected

on the mosaic will produce characteristic patterns, examples of

which are shown in Figs. 2a and 2b as they appear on IBM cards.

For computer convenience, the light values of an image on the

mosaic are rendered in a binary system which treats dark as 1

and light as 0. When an image is on the mosaic, each pair of

photocells (the members of which are ordered for this purpose)

will represent the light values of the image as a two-bit number.

Each pair of photocells has therefore four possible states

00, 01, 10, and 11.

In the memory matrix of the computer, a 36-bit computer

word is assigned to each state of each pair, giving four words

for each photocell pair or 300 computer words for the 75 pairs.
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Furthermore, each bit position in the 36-bit computer words is
assigned a pattern nomenclature. The sequence used in our experi-
ment was:

Positicn: 123456789 101112131415... 35 36

Nomenclature: .12345678 9 a y 2

This nomenclature sequence will hereafter be referred to as an

"alphabet."

In order to demonstrate how patterns are "learned,'' we will
use as an example the letter I. First, a letter I is projected
on the photocell mosaic (Fig. 1b). Its image on the mosaic pro-
duces one of the pair states (00, 10, 01, 11) for each of the

pairs, depending upon the amount of light falling on the pair.
Since all 75 pairs are involved, the resulting 75 states address

75 words in the memory matrix. For each word addressed, a binary
1 is entered in the nineteenth position, the position correspond-

ing to the letter being learned, I. Obviously, if the letter A

were being learned, a binary 1 would be entered in the eleventh

or A position, and so forth. The process described constitutes

the learning of a single letter I, but whole series of letter I's,
differing in shape or position or both, can be learned. For

example, Figs. 1b, 1c, and 1d show the same I being learned in
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different positions, while Fig. 3 shows a case in which two G's

have been learned.

Since not all the letter I's will be in the same position

as the first, some different computer words will be addressed.

That is to say, there is a degree of individual character

variability. However, no letter I or combination of I's will

normally address the same 75 computer words as, say, a letter A

would. This is a key point: the very shape of a character, such

as the letter I,forbids certain states for certain Ppairs. The

In
existence of these forbidden states lies at the heart of

our method, for without them the logic would saturate.

sum, different patterns have different forbidden states and

consequently score differently.

Now, suppose that we have taught the logic several alphabets,

proceeding for each character as for the letter I above. We can

then identify a specific unlearned character, an A for example.

A letter A is "read" by imaging it on the photomosaic. Its

image will address the 75 computer words in the memory matrix

that correspond to the active states of the 75 pairs. Identifi-

cation of the specific pattern in question is made by comparing

the unknown image with the previously learned characters. In

practice this is done in the following way:
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(1) The binary 1's in position one (the position correspond-

ing to .) are added up for all of the 75 computer words

addressed by the unknown pattern. The score obtained

shows the similarity of the unknow pattern to the .
pattern.

(2) The same process is repeated for the other 35 positions,
with the result that 36 numerical scores are obtained.

(3) These scores are compared by the computer, and the

highest score wins. That is, the unknown pattern is
identified with the character occupying the position

scoring highest. If there is a tie for highest score,
the computer arbitrarily selects one of the highest
scores as the winner. Note that the highest score

possible is 75.

Fig. 4 shows an example of scoring for hand-block A and T.

Fig. 5 shows scoring for mich more highly variable patterns,

namely, handwritten a and t.

It will be noted that if an image corresponding exactly to

the unknown image had been learned before by the matrix, a score

of 75 would be made at that position. Again, if by learning

several similar patterns (A's, for example), all of the pair
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states now being addressed had been learned, a second 75 would

be made. However, in most cases, an unlearned character will not

make a perfect score, The degree of similarity is measured by

comparing the magnitude of the various scores with a perfect

score of 75. Discrimination is defined as the difference between

the score of the correct character and the next highest score.

It can be seen that what actually happens in this process is that

the images, both those learned and those being read, are trans-

formed into a new space (the memory matrix) and are there compared

for identification.

LOGIC EXPANSION AND MANIPULATION

Our studies and experiments moved outwards from the basic

method to include a variety of modifications and variations.

An attempt is made below to evaluate each variation in terms of

its final effect. It shouid be noted that the combination of two

or more of the methods to be described results in substantial

increases in correct readings.

1. Different Photocell Groupings

In the examples cited, the photocells were grouped as exclu-

sive pairs. However, it is obviously possible to use
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n-tuples in which n has any value from 1 to 150. Let us begin

by comparing the system employing photocell pairing (n = 2) with
a system in which n = 1. In the latter case, each individual
photocell addresses only two computer words, since its possible
States are 0 and 1. The difference in the behavior of the sys-
tems is striking. If we re-examine Figs. 1b, Ic, and ld, we

note that in learning several images of the letter I, with n = 1,

every single photocell would exhibit the values 1 and 0: this is
so because the position of the letter I changes. In other words,

unless the image on the mosaic is held within narrow limits, the

memory loses most of its discrimination value with n = 1.

We can say then, that position is very critical in the case

of n = 1, and that it has less importance for n= 2. A direct

consequence of this difference is found when the matrix is

taught more than one position or more than one example of a

pattern. The scores will improve if n = 2; for n = 1, they

will not improve and will probably deteriorate. Figs. 6 and 7

illustrate this characteristic with respect to five alphabets

learned separately and then in combination. Marked improvement

in the reading of this message, which was written in hand-block

print, was achieved when n = 2 rather than 1. For the five

alphabets learned separately, the average percent of recognition
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with n = 1 was 56.12 percent; for n = 2, 54.01 percent. But for
the same five alphabets learned together, the percentages are

46.42 for n = 1, and 67.63 for n = 2. (See also Figs. 8a and 8b.)

Remembering that n can equal any number from 1 to 150, we

can ask what effect is produced when higher n-tupling is used.

The problem of pattern recognition with a multichannelled system,

such as the one simulated for discussion here, has traditionally
been approached from one of the two extremes, that is, n = 1 or

n = 150. Consider the formula

Ss"

where

S = the number of operational states of the photocell. In

the case being considered S = 2, for the possible photo-

cell states are 0 and l.

n = the parameter for n-tupling.

N = the number of photocells.

C = the number of categories of patterns learned and read

(36 in the previous examples) .

L = the number of storage sites in the memory matrix.
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The factors held arbitrarily constant in our experiment were

n= 2, N= 150, and C = 36. The traditional cases, as mentioned

before, have involved n = 1 and n = N = 150. But the former has

been shown to deteriorate or at least not to improve appreciably

with learning. The latter, on the other hand, requires a pro-

hibitively large memory matrix (36 x 2?30 > using the same values

as above), although its reading ability would be perfect if
enough learning experience could be provided.

Let us summarize concerning these two extreme conditions.

If n = 1, there are no forbidden combinations and therefore the

memory will saturate with the learning of successive characters

which vary in size, area, shape, or position. Such a logic has,

consequently, an extremely limited use. If n = 150, saturation

is impossible. But, even apart from the 'Possibility of having 2190

computer addresses available, images being read successfully

would be restricted to exactly those that had been learned before.

This logic, then, has even more severe limitations.

Our method avoids these several disadvantages by

concerning itself with intermediate values of n, values which

provide the learning advantages of a large exponential matrix

but which retain a memory matrix more comparable in size to the
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photomosaic matrix. For example, with n = 2, the formula for the

logic used gives:

x 36 = 10,8002 x 1502
2

The number of bits in the memory matrix for the simplest case of

a system not position sensitive, under these conditions, is
therefore 10,800.

Let us introduce another quantity, M, which will be the

number of photocell n-tuples utilized in a given experiment.

While M will normally be given by N/n, larger M values can be

obtained by non-exclusive n-tupling of the photocells. We will
have more to say about the non-exclusive cases later.

In any event, it is obvious from the formula that a larger

memory matrix can be utilized if any of the variables are in-

creased. During the course of our experiments, we used the

following values:

n=1, 2, 3, 5, 8

30, 50, 75, 150, 128, 256, 512, 1024= tt

10 and 36
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The experimental data suggest that a greater amount of logic
produces better discrimination. The primary effect of varying
n is that as n increases, the percent of recognition increases

with increased learning (Figs. 7, 8a, and 8b). However, a balance

must be preserved among the various parameters in order to utilize
to best advantage a given amount of logic and to minimize com-

puting time.

2. Non-exclusive n-tupling

Some experiments were made in which non-exclusive n-tupling

was used for the photocells. The number of n-tuples (M) used

could in these cases have any value. Tables I and II shows that

non-exclusive pairing resulted in some improvement in the percent

of characters recognized. But this improvement was at the ex-

pense of more storage space and longer computing time. We feel

that a larger gain in percent recognized can be realized, for

the same amount of storage and same length of computing time, by

increasing the number of photocells (N) and continuing to use

exclusive n-tuples. In other words, we see no real advantages

in non-exclusive grouping.
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3. Positioning
A procedure for pre-positioning characters for learning and

reading by rotating an origin was attempted and found to be

profitable in special cases. This rotating-origin technique is
useful for digits and for print, but will not work with hand-

written script. That is to say, if a character or pattern is
separate and distinct, it can have an origin rotated with respect
to some reference. Handwriting (as contrasted with the separate

handwritten characters which we used) has continuity, and there

is no obvious origin from which to start. Some method for

separating handwriting into its components would be required

before the origin of such components could be rotated profitably.

For each character an origin is arbitrarily defined. The

character is then successively repositioned about this origin in

the following sequence of x, y values: 0,0; 1,0; 1,1; 0,1; -1,0;

e1,-1; 0,-1; 1,-1; 2,0; etc. Scores are obtained for each value,

and the maximim score made by a character in any of the positions
is chosen as the identifying score. This program involved a

considerable amount of computer time, and is of interest mainly

in connection with the possibility of simulating conditions for

"servoing" the "eyeball."" Such a feedback system appears

feasible, since effective score criteria were found.
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In a variation of the positioning program, the characters
were all relocated by the computer to the upper left hand corner

of the rectangle. This positioning, combined with the rotating-
origin program just described, gives the maximum probability of

reclaiming position-dependent data. This combination provides
the largest increases in effectiveness for the n = 1 cases, those

cases which we have seen are most sensitive to position. Typical
increases in percent recognized for hand-block print with these

techniques are:

Original Positioning Rotating origin
80 84 89

72 88 90

4. Distribution Processing
A method of processing the data obtained from the pattern

scores was tried which was based on the entire scoring pattern

rather than upon the maximum score only. The principle involved

becomes clear at once if Fig. 5 is re-examined. Note that the

sets of scores with respect to the previously learned letters are

quite different for a and t. These different values are apparently

consistent in their differences. For example, t scores high for

b, while a scores low for b, and so forth.
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The procedure is first to teach the memory matrix several

alphabets as a primary experience. Scores made by one or more

additional alphabets, constituting a secondary experience, are

then averaged to give a score distribution typical cf each

character. An unknown pattern is compared with the memory matrix

in the usual way to obtain its distribution of scores. This

distribution is then compared with the typical distributions and

the one most similar to it is chosen. For convenience, all of

the scores were normalized, so that the sum of the scores in

each distribution was one. Comparisons between two distribu-

tions were made in these experiments by summing the absolute

values of the differences of the corresponding scores. It might

well prove useful to employ a correlation technique in which a

sum is taken of the products of corresponding scores, but this

has not yet been tried.

As an example of results, in one case in which handwritten

script characters were being read (n = 5, 3 alphabets learned),

we found:
Undistributed 32.3% recognized
Distributed 45 % recognized

A final approach in this effort was to introduce ten arbi-

trary shapes for the primary experience (Fig. 9). After these
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were taught to the memory matrix, three alphabets were compared

with the matrix to obtain a ten-component distribution analogous

to the 36-component bar graph of Figs. 4 and 5. The three ten-

component distributions were averaged. New alphabets could then

be read by the distribution-comparison program, For handwritten

script the results of this program were:

Undistributed 32.3% recognized
Ten-Component Distribution 51 % recognized

This program was novel in that it involved two steps of

disorder; that is, two arbitrary operations -- random pairing

and comparison with arbitrary configurations -- were performed

on patterns before attempting to read order out of them. It is
also important to note that by using only 10 shapes instead of

36, a considerable saving in computer time is realized.

5. Probability
The method of reading characters described previously uti-

lizes a memory matrix which is taught by a given set of experi-

ence patterns, Another method was tried in which the contents

of several such memory matrices were averaged to obtain a

"probability" matrix which was then used as the memory matrix in

the reading phase. The memory matrices used in the averaging

can be taught by different sets of experience patterns. An
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interesting (but not very successful) special case is one in
which each of the matrices being averaged is taught only one

alphabet of experience patterns.

In the few cases tried with this method, the percent of

handwritten characters recognized was increased as follows:

Original 28% recognized
Probability Matrix Used 52% recognized

Certain variations of this "probability" method will un-
doubtedly yield some increase in percent recognition.

5. Discrimination Criteria
The scores obtained for each pattern read by any of the

described methods lend themselves readily to the establishment

of discrimination criteria. That is, if the standard of minimum

margin is not met for a given image, a secondary program can be

evoked which utilizes one of the higher (and probably slower)

logic treatments for higher resolution and/or discrimination.

Such a program would give the computer a second, and "more care-

ful look" at a pattern which was not clearly recognized on the

first trial.

6. Randomess

Since the elements of the photomosaic are related to each

other by randomly chosen n-tuples, it was decided to test the
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sensitivity of reading ability to changes in the particular

organization used. The random (actually pseudo-random) n-tuples

were generated by the following program. First a random permuta-

tion, k(1), k(2), ..., k(150) of the numbers 1, 2, 3, ..., 150

was generated. Then the elements of the mosaic Ej, E23 eeey

F450? were related in this manner:

Ex? ER(2)? 9 Ek (ny)? Cx (nt)? 9 EK (2n)?? 9

. (150-n)? 3 E.(150)?°

The test was made by using five different randomly chosen permuta-

tions to read the same set of patterns. The results are shown

in Fig. 10. Although admittedly the sample was rather limited,

indications are that the percent recognized is fairly insensi-

tive to the variation, especially when the percent recognized is

high.

7. Context

Another method to extend the basic technique deserves

special attention, for it produced the highest percentage of

correct readings. It is identification of letters by word con-

text, and it operates as follows:

1. Establish the length of an unknown word by counting the

number of characiers between spaces.
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2. Establish, by the techniques previously described, all
the scores for all of the letters constituting the

unknown word.

3. Using a vocabulary of words of the length in question,
add in their proper order the letter scores of each

word in the vocabulary to obtain a total score for each

word.

4. The highest score wins.

Table III illustrates the whole process. Words can be read by

context (see Fig. 11), or, since each word has a score, it would

be possible to establish a similar program to deal with phrase

context.

The word the in the message in Table III won against 100

other three-letter words even though it was badiy misread letter
by letter. The results shown in the table were obtained using a

vocabulary of 677 most commonly used short words. Obviously a

larger vocabulary would result in decreased recognition.

Tables I and II summarize the results obtained for reading

hand-block print and handwritten script by the basic method and

by the various modifications described.
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DISCUSSION

The problem posed by this investigation was: Can a general

program be utilized to attenuate the information contained in a

higher-order matrix pattern, while at the same time retaining

enough of the essence of the information to categorize the

pattern. Our results clearly indicate that this is possible.
And although such a program will be useful at once for purposes

of character recognition as is required in general reading ma-

chines, it has a much broader import.

A general program of this sort -- as opposed to such speci-

fic logical programs as pattern matching or analytical character

differentiation -- will be useful as a basic tool in our investi-

gation of decision-making circuits. This method could be ex-

panded into such areas as phrase context, the automatic reading

of books as a service to language translation programs, etc.

It should perhaps be re-emphasized that the program identified

typewritten numbers without error in the cases considered.

Handwritten script was purposely introduced to challenge the

program by offering it patterns of high variability.
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CHOICE NUMBER

n I Ir W V MEAN on

HANDWRITING:

2 31% 27% 32% 35% 35% 32% 3-0
5 36% 33% 33% 37% 36% 35% l.7

HAND BLOCK PRINT:

2 78.5% 78.2% 772% 77.8% 80.1% 78.4%

Fog 16



MESSAGE :

THE COMPUTATION IS DONE BY THE USUAL MACHINE
FOR n=2 (11 ALPHABETS)

LETTERS
TKU GXMPYTYTIEN LU DEYT FY TTU UVEET MNQHTUU

CONTEXT

THE COMPUTATION IT DONE BY THE GREAT MACHINE
FOR n=5 (1! ALPHABETS)

LETTERS
TKE GVMSUTUTIVN 2U DVUM BY TKU USMAD MNCHTUE

CONTEXT

THE COMPUTATION IS DONE BY THE USUAL MACHINE



PROGRESS IN READING: HAND BLOCK PRINT

PERCENTn- TUPLING NO. ALPHABETS ,,ANIPULATION
EXCLUSIVE NON-EXCLUSIVE LEARNED READ

t NONE 39- 72
5 NONE 28- 66

NONE 46
3 3 NONE 78

2,3,5 2 PROBABILITY 77-84
2,3,5 3 DISTRIBUTION 80-84

2,3,5 NONE 80-85
2, 3,5 4 ROTATING ORIGIN 88-92

3 ROTATING ORIGIN 96
2, 3,5 CONTEXT 94-100
2,3,5 CONTEXT- POSITIONING 98-100

5:

ae at



PROGRESS IN READING HANDWRITING

n - TUPLING NO. ALPHABETS MANIPULATIONS PERCENT
LEARNED READ

EXCLUSIVE NON-EXCLUSIVE

NONE 26.14
3 NONE 30.68

2 NONE 25.00
2 5 NONE 33.64
5 5 NONE 34.55
5 3 DISTRIBUTION 43.84

5 5 NONE 24.55
5 5 POSITIONING 53.15
5 T NONE 50.00
5 T POSITIONING 58.56
5 1 ROTATING ORIGIN 60.00

5 T CONTEXT - POSITIONING 94,32

1

Table IE



SCORING BY CONTEXT
- 23456767 4

T 30 35 42 46 44/45 39 43 46 45/39 48 37 40 40/43 42 46 42 43/43 48 38 40 35/41 48 39 39 36 36 39 43 4!

H 25 37 40 40 40/45 47 37 45 38/35 48 32 37 33/46 43 @7)45 41/48 47 31 31 34737 31 47/33 33 30 33 37/41

E 38 43 43 47 49/46 42 42 46 46 48 46 49 39 42 46 42 42 41/41 44 42 50 44/48 48 49 47 47/50 46 44 48 46 43

NOTE: WINNERS WERE T; K; U AND E TIED n=3 M=50 Cl=396 Mu=00

CORRECT WORD:
# = 49; & = 47; -2 =50; Lh 2 =49+47+50=146

OTHER WORDS:
a = 39 #2231, =50;. =39+31+50 = 120

2 = 48: +45; 2 =50; Liw = 48+45+50 = 143

4 = 49: a = 45; 2 =50; +494 45450 =144
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SIMCOM - The Simulator Compiler
(Abstract )

SIMCOM is a specialized compiler used in preparing computer-
simulation programs. The input language consists of stylized "sentences"
which specify the configuration of the computer to be simulated, and
describe the bit-wise effect of each of the simulated computer's opera-
tions. Related sentences are grouped into "paragraphs to minimize coded
cross references in the simulation program. Because the compiler outputis a symbolic code it can be generated during a single pass through the
source program. This symbolic code is then processed by a conventional
two-pass assembly program. Automatic storage allocation, and a novel
form of subroutine add to the power of the system.

Thomas G. Sanborn
Member of the Technical Staff
Data Processing and Operations Dept.
Computation and Data Reduction Center
Space Technology Laboratories, Inc.



SIMCOM - The Simulator Compiler*
Thomas G. Sanborn

Space Technology Laboratories, Inc.
November 4, 1959

In many present-day activities involving the use of digital computers,
the need often arises to run programs on a computer other than the one for
which they are written. For example, the computer on which a program is in-
tended to be run may exist only as a proposed design, or it may be in some

stage of construction, or it may simply be at a remote location. One solu-
tion to the problem posed by such a situation is to prepare a program for an
available computer which, in effect, transforms the available computer into
the unavailable computer. Such a transformation program is called a computer
simulation program, since it gives one computer the ability to simulate
another.

Because of the intricate logical relationships which prevail in com-

puters, the preparation of a simulation program is time consuming and fraught
with opportunity for error. Furthermore, changes in the specifications of
the computer being simulated may necessitate a major overhaul of the simula-
tion program. For these reasons a new programming language and its associated
compiler, SIMCOM (standing for Simulator Compiler), are being developed to
assist in the preparation and modification of simulation programs which are

:

to be run on the IBM 709.

It must be clearly understood that SIMCOM is not, itself, a simulation
program. It is a generating program which accepts statements written in a
specialized simulation-oriented source language, and from these statements

generates instructions in SCAT language similar to those a human programmer
would write in preparing a simulation program.

* Presently being developed under a purchase order from Thompson Ramo

Wooldridge, Inc., in support of their contract to supply technical
direction to the Automatic Data Processing Facility, U. S. Army
Electronic Proving Ground, Fort Huachuca, Arizona.
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The fundamental unit of SIMCOM coding is the statement. Fach state-
ment is either a definition of a component of the simulated computer or a
description of some data manipulation or control function which occurs
during the execution of instructions within the simulated computer. These
two kinds of statements are known, respectively, as definition statements,
and procedural statements. Related statements are grouped into paragraphs.
SCAT coding, including SCAT-type remarks, may be intermixed with the para-
graphs should the SIMCOM language prove inadequate for describing some
involved procedure. The characters which may be used to write statements
include the upper-case Roman letters, the decimal digits, and certain spe-
cial characters. Combinations of alpha-numeric characters are called
symbols. The three uses of symbols are: 1) to represent components of
the simulated computer; 2) to identify locations within the simulation
program; and 3) to denote integers. Every symbol, unless it represents
an integer, must contain at least one alphabetic character, and no symbol
may be identical to a word of the basic SIMCOM vocabulary.

A simulation program written in the SIMCOM language consists of
three parts: the "Machine Definition; the Instruction Interpretation; "
and the "Panel Operation. These sections describe, respectively, the
static machine, the machine in operation, and the effect of operator inter-
vention.

The Machine Definition is given in six paragraphs labeled REGISTERS)
"MEMORY, "INPUT, tt OUTPUT, "KEYS," and INDICATORS. Each definition state-
ment describes a machine component or cell, giving its name, bit structure,
and, if appropriate, its address or range of addresses. For coding conven-

lence, a register may be defined as being synonymous with part or all of
another register. Furthermore, registers can be defined which have no

counterpart in the real computer being simulated. No distinction is made by
SIMCOM between so-called primary and secondary storage.

Figure 1 shows examples of some typical definitions selected from

several well-known computers. This figure also illustrates the basic re-

quirements of the form on which SIMCOM coding is to be written. Some users
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may wish to use a form on which each card column is marked since blank
positions are frequently essential in the language. Note that the first
line of each paragraph is indented to column 16 and that subsequent lines
begin in column 8. The compiler uses this convention to aid in disting-
guishing between SIMCOM statements and SCAT instructions which may be in-
cluded in the source code.

In all of the machim component definitions, the symbols used to
identify the various devices are quite arbitrary, the only limitations
being that they conform to the previously stated rules pertaining to syn-
bols, and that they do not conflict with the basic vocabulary. The most

common method of selecting symbols will undoubtedly be to adopt those used

by the machine manufacturer in his manual since these are usually highly
mnemonic.

The Instruction Interpretation and Panel Operation sections of the
simulation program are written in terms of procedural statements. A pro-
cedural statement consists of a primary operation together with one or
more operands called expressions, arranged to form a stylized sentence.
Each primary operation is denoted by one or more words from the basic
SIMCOM vocabulary. This vocabulary includes words for transferring, clear-
ing, complementing, testing, comparing, and shifting arrays of bits in the

various components of the simulated computer, plus words which control the

logical flow of the simulation program and the compilation process itself.

The expressions upon which the primary operation act consist of

symbols combined by means of secondary operations. These secondary opera-
tions include + (add), - (subtract), * (multiply), $ (indirect address),
and certain words of the basic vocabulary which denote logical arithmetic
and scaling. A symbol in an expression may have bit designators appended

to it if only part of the component identified by the symbol is to partici-
pate in the operation.

Figure 2 shows a few paragraphs of procedural statements. In the

figure the expressions are underscored for emphasis but, of course, this
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would not be the normal practice on a coding form. Note that the first
paragraph bears a location symbol. In many instances, however, cross refer-
ences between paragraphs are implicit in their relationship to one another.
Therefore, many paragraphs will need no location symbols attached to them.

The instruction interpretation section is the heart of the source
program. It will normally contain statements which describe the procurement
of instructions from the simulated computer's storage, followed by statements
which describe the effects of each instruction. The various instruction
interpretations can usually best be initiated by use of a "table look-up"
statement. Depending on the complexities of the instructions and the associa-
ted timing, each instruction description may require as little as one simple
statement or as many as several paragraphs including, perhaps, entries to
subroutines and additional table look-ups. Figure 2 illustrates a simple
example of this technique.

A "Table, tt as understood by SIMCOM, is an ordered set of paragraphs
of procedural statements, each paragraph being identified by an integer.
The table look-up operation provides a means for selecting one of these

paragraphs for execution, depending on the value of the argument expression.
If a paragraph in a table does not terminate with an explicit transfer of
control to some other point in the simulation program, then control returns
to the statement following the "LOOK UP ..." statement which invoked the

paragraph. Thus each paragraph in a table is like a closed subroutine.

The panel operation section of the simulation program includes an

interrogation of the status of each console key and a description, written
in SIMCOM statements, of the behavior of the simulated computer if the key
has been activated.

It is not uncommon for certain keys on computer consoles to be so

constructed that they are turned off as soon as the function which they per-
form has been initiated. The programmer's statements must include this
action, if appropriate. Furthermore, in some cases certain keys are inopera-
tive unless other keys or indicators are in a particular status. The program-

mer must also provide this logic.
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One of the most interesting features of the system is the subroutine
library. Subroutines are stored in the library in the SIMCOM language,
except that the symbols denoting the subroutine parameters are replaced by
variable symbols of a special kind. At compilation time, as a subroutine
is called from the library, its special variable symbols are replaced by
the parameter symbols given in the library call statement, and its location
symbols are replaced by arbitrary unique symbols. The subroutine is then
inserted into the source code where the SIMCOM decoder and instruction
generator processes it in the same manner as any other set of SIMCOM state-
ments. This process is illustrated in Figure 3.

A given subroutine may be called from the library any number of times
during one compilation and, depending on the parameters listed in the library
call statement, each version may give rise to a different number of 709 in-
structions. Each version of a subroutine called from the library is a
"closed" routine which can be executed from any point in the simulation pro-
gram.

The output from SIMCOM is a translation into SCAT language of the
source program. This includes a direct expansion of the procedural state-
ments, plus certain pseudo operations for assigning storage and certain
utility routines whose necessity is only implied by the source language.
These include routines for loading the simulated computer, diagnostic out-
put routines, and, of fundamental importance, a routine which allocates the
simulated computer's storage to the various 709 storage media. This storage
management routine must partition oversize words, should such have been de-
fined, into the 36-bit words of the 709, and shuttle simulated computer stor-
age to and from 709 tape units if it exceeds the capacity of the 709 core

storage. The endowment of the compiler with the ability to generate effi-
cient storage management routines is, without doubt, the most challenging
problem facing the creators of SIMCOM.

Figure 4 is a schematic representation showing the allocation of the

generated program to the various parts of the 709. The heavily outlined
areas indicate the parts of the 709 used to represent the various registers
and storage of the simulated computer. The remainder of the 09 contains
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the generated simulation program and its associated utility routines. The
arrows indicate the communication paths between the various areas of the
709.

Because the SIMCOM output is in SCAT language, the compiler need not
contain within itself an assembly program, nor does it have to be able to
process the SCAT instructions included in the input code other than to
recognize them as SCAT instructions. Most important, however is the fact
that generation from SIMCOM statements to SCAT instructions can be done

during a single pass through the source program. In addition to generating
SCAT language instructions, the compiler transforms each line of SIMCOM

coding into a SCAT-type remark (* in column 1) and inserts each paragraph
into the generated code immediately ahead of its SCAT language expansion.
Thus each paragraph serves as commentary to describe the function of the
generated SCAT instructions which follow.

The SIMCOM language is such that apparently minor modifications to
the input statements can completely alter the character of the generated
program. For example, a change in the definition of a register of. the
simulated computer may cause SIMCOM to generate instructions to do multiple
precision arithmetic where single precision arithmetic was formerly sufficient,
or a change in word size in the simulated computer may cause SIMCOM to re-
organize completely the simulated computer's storage in the 709 core. Thus,
changes which could be made to a machine-like language (such as SCAT) simula-
tion program only by completely rewriting the program, can be incorporated
into a SIMCOM-written simulation program by a simple re-compilation.

The SIMCOM system will provide a means whereby users who are not

necessarily professional programmers may prepare simulation programs for
binary computers in a language not wnlike that used by computer manufacturers

in their manuals. There seems to be no escaping the fact that the user will
need to be more than casually familiar with the computer to be simulated be-

fore he can write an adequate simulation program, even with SIMCOM.



LOCAT. TEXT
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REGISTERS. MR(S,1-35). AC(S,Q, P, 1-35)

PCR(35-0).. UAK(I4-0) SYN PCR(29-15).

MEM@RY. CORE(S,1-35) O-4095.
DRUM(35-0) 16384 -32767,

INPUT. CARD(S,!135).

GUTPUT. PRNTR(S,1-35).

KEYS. RESET. LOAD. START. Mul. MJ2. MSI..MS2.

INDICATORS. GVFLOW. IDCK. DVCK. E@TA. RUN.
TRAP.

2992

FIGURE | . SIMCOM CODING FORM SHOWING TYPICAL DEFINITION PARAGRAPHS.



LOCAT. TEXT
6 8 16 72

LO@P Ic $ TO IR. IC +1 TG IC. LPSK UP IR(I-5) IN

OPER TABLE. CLOCK 4. EXECUTE L@QP.

OPER TABLE.

0. IR(6-17) T@ IC. TURN RUN GFF.

IR(6-17) T@ IC.

2. IF OVFLO@W IS GN, TURN GVFLOW OFF.

IR(6-17) T@ IC.

5. EXECUTE GET. EXECUTE SUBTRA.

CLOSE.

FIGURE 2. TYPICAL PROCEDURAL PARAGRAPHS SHOWING INSTRUCTION
PROCUREMENT AND INTERPRETATION TECHNIQUE. "EXPRESSIONS"
UNDERSCORED FOR EMPHASIS.
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THE SUBROUTINE IS ORIGINALLY CODED AS

SUBRGUTINE ADD, A, C.
A+B TO C. CLOSE.

THE LIBRARY MAINTENANCE ROUTINE WILL PLACE THE SUBROUTINE IN

THE LIBRARY IN THE FORM

ADD V; +B T® Vo. CLOSE.

AT A SUBSEQUENT COMPILATION, A STATEMENT OF THE FORM

LIBRARY ADD, P,Q.

WILL CAUSE THE SUBROUTINE TO BE INCORPORATED INTO THE PROGRAM AS

ADD P+B TM Q. CLOSE.

2994

FIGURE 3.

SAMPLE SUBROUTINE SHOWING GENERALIZED VARIABLE TECHNIQUE
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The System Organization of MOBIDIC B

By Stanley K. Chao

Data Processing "aboratory
Sylvania Llectric Products, Inc.

Needham, 94, Massachusetts

SUMMARY

MOBIDIC B is an all transistorized, militarized couputer mounted in a

standard Army trailer. It is a general-purpose, parallel, binary, sync.ron-

ous, fixed point, and duplexed data processing system.

It contains two basic processors, identical in characteristics and inter-

nally tied to the same system transfer bus. oth processors share a common

set of input-output devices and each processor is capable of operating on an

independent program without interference, They are also capable of duplex

operations, allowing either processor to monitor and exert control over the

other.

In addition to the 8192-word high speed Core Memory in each processor,

there exists a 50 Mass Mewory. This menory is treated as an

input-output device, addressable by in-out instructions. A Data Ketrieval

Unit is incorporated to facilitate data searcning from the Magnetic Tape and

the Mass Memory. The control console is also duplexed, containing two independ-

ent and identical panels, one for each processor.

AINiIRODUCTION

There are a number of large-scale, general-purpose, mobile digital

computers being developed at Sylvania?. They are known as the HOBIDIC family

of computers. MOBIDIC C and D are identical in internal design of

MOBIDIC A". They differ only in peripheral equipment.



MOBiDIC B is the second member in the MOBIDIC family. It will be used

primarily in the field to meet the Army's data processing requirements, and

is to be installed in a standard 30 feet Army trailer,
As subsequently shown, MOBIDIC B contains all the instructions utilized

in MOBIDIC A and also an additional 12 new instructions. To minimize equip-

ment, some of the instructions have been made subroutines which are initiated

automatically.
MOBIDIC B is a duplexed data processing systen. It contains two identical

central processors connected to a common system transfer bus, In addition,

each central processor has an individual Real Time System which provides direct

communication with external FIELDATA equipment. ach of the two central pro=

cessors is a general-purpose computer, They can use any of the input-output

devices available and either processor can run separave programs without inter-

ference from the other, In addition, the two processora can operate together

and communicate with each other through an in-out device such as a magnetic

tape. Hither processor can use the other's core memory through an inpute

output device. It is also possible for either processor to monitor and exert

control on the other through the direct connections between them.

SPECIAL REQUIRiMENTS

There are 4 major requirements of a special nature imposed on this com

puter. The first is that MOBIDIC B is to be a duplexed data processing system.

It contains two basic central processors, identical in characteristics, capable

of either simplex or duplex operation, The second requirement is that it
must be compatibel with other MOBIDIC computers. Compatibility is sought not

only through instruction type and word format, but also through the interchange

ability of input-output devices and the physical elewent-cards and packages.

Minimum equipment is another design criterion, This is achieved by having all

full-length registers simulated in the core manory and also by mechanizing some

of the infrequently used instructions throug automatic subroutines, Only two



full-length working registers are used within each processor, Data retrieval
capability is the fourth of the special requirements, Data stored on either
the magnetic tape or the mass wemory must be retrieved at full device speed,
This continuous and speedy retrieval ability necessitated the incorporation
of a Data Retrieval Unit together with the addition of some special instruc-
tions

INSTRUCTIONS AND WORD FORMAT

INS :RUCTIONS

There are 64 instructions in MOBIDIC 3 (Table 1). They are classified
into 3 categories, namely, Directly-Mechanized Instructions, Subroutine

Instructions, and 5,,eclal Instructions. There are a otal of 40 Directly
Mechanized Instructions. In most cases, the execution time has a variation
of 2 ps. The instruction LGM, for exaiple, may sometimes be executed in 36 ps
instead of the 38 shown in Table 1. The variation is due to the fact that
the system bus is time-shared by both processors. The system bus may or may

not be available to the processor which is executing the i:struction that

requires access to it at that articular instant. The times given in Table 1

are maximum,

There are 15 Subroutine Instructions. These instructions are performed

through subroutine programs, which must be stored in memory and executed auto=

matically. Ags such, all instructions used in the program to execute the Sub-

routine Instruction must be of the Mechanized Type. .

Nine of the MOBIDIC B OP cas are unassigned. They are available to

perform ay special subroutine operation that may be required in a particular

application. Whenever oneofthese "special" instructions is decoded, operation

is automatically transferred to a unique location from which tne program is
re-routed to the desired subroutines,

According to their. logical functions, the 64 instructions can be classified

as follows: 16 arithmetic operations, 17 sequencing and indexing, 10 input-



output; 12 editing and data handling; and 9 special purpose instructions,

The length of the MOBIDIC B word is 38 bits; the length used in other

MOBIDIC computers. The word format is illustrated in Figure 1. Numerical data

is represented by a fixed point, magnitude and sign conventions. Magnitude is
registered in bits 1 to 36. The binary point is understood to be placed
between bits 36 and 37. Bit 37 is used for sign of a number stored and bit 38

is used as a parity check bit. Alphanumeric data is represented in the same

manney ag numeric data, except that the sign bit is eliminated and the 36 bits
are grouped into 6 alphanumeric characters. Since HOBIDIC uses a weignted code,

alphanumeric data can be sorted without conversion to binary form by direct
use of the logical and arithmetic operations.

A standard instruction wrd is divided into 6 parts:

1) Major address (A): Bits 1 to 12 specify a manory address while

bits 13 to 15 specify which memory will be

used. Since many of the internal MOBIDIC B

registers are addressable, one of the eight

configurations for bits 13 to 15 represents
internal register addresses, The actual

register addresses in these cases are specie
fied by bits 1 to 5.

2) Minor Address (8): Bits 16 through 27, the bits, have several

uses, depending on the particular instruction

being performed. They may be loaded into

or added to ihe contents of an index register.
The bits, either alone or in combination

with may also be used to specify a second

4

address.



3) Index Register )s Bits 28 to 30, o cite, are used primarily
for indexing. They specify which, if any,
of the Index Registers are to be used with

the instruction. For some instructions,
is used as part of a second address.

4) OP Code: Bits 31 to 36 desigmte the instruction

to be perforned.

5) Spares Bit 37 is a spare.

6) Parity: Bit 38 is the parity bit.
The format for nput-output instructions is identical to that of standard

instructions except for the as: ignments made to bits 16 to 30, the j and k

portions of an in-out instruction. The J bits, 16 to 21, are used to specify
the particular. input-out device addressed, Sixty-three input-output devices

maybe handled in this manner, The k bits, 22 to 30, are used to specify the

number of words or blocks to be processed,

OVERALL SYSTEM DisckIpTION

The block diagram of the MOBIDIC B system is given in Figure 2. In it
are 'shown: two identical computers (processor 1 and processor 2), two In-Out

Converters, a Data Ketrieval Unit, a Mass vienory Unit, two Keal Time oystems,

and a family of In-Out Devices. The two processors are fed by a common system

clock to facilitate system synchronization, They are connected to a comnon

system transfer bus and also share the same in-out system. The processors can

operate independently as separate computers or can communicate with each other

through magnetic tape. It is possible for either of the two processors to give

a tape instruction which will read from or write into the memory of the other

processor. It is also possible for one processor to monitor the other through

the signal lines connecting them directly. furthermore it is possible for one



processor, to control and give commands to the other processor.
The In-Out Converters serve as dataesynchroniging format converters. . They

are capable of handling all devices including the mass memory unit. The conver
ters are assigned to either of the two processors on a first-come-first-serve
basis. Since the two processors are connected to 8 common system bus, it is
entirely possible that both may want to get on the system bus at the same instant
To avert this uncertainty, the System Bus Control circuit is used to continuous-
dy assign the aystem bus to the processors altemately. iach is given a 2 ps
period to use it. Therefore, a waiting period of 2 pa may be required at an
arbitrary time. The danger of both processors trying to get to the same con
verter 1s also avoided by the same control circuit.

In addition to the standard family of MOBIDIC in-out devices, the HOBIDIC B

system includes a 50-million-bit manory which is also treated as an in-out
device. Data transfer to and from the massa memory will be handled by the cone
verter through the in-out bus. The data in the mass memory is arranged in
blocks, separated by block start and block end marks, The block number on each
track is addressable. oth the track and block addresses must be Loaded into
the Mass Memory Control Unit prior to giving the write or read instruction.
These addresses are sent out froa the processor through the converter, similar
to the :aanner by which the data is transferred,

The Data Retrieval Unit is designed to assist the open format search pro=
gram. A retrieval program examines the specified fields to determine whether

or not the search criteria are satisfied, Closed format search can be accom

plished entirely by programming and does not require any auxiliary equipment.
The two Real Time Systems enable the processors to communicate with other

data processing equipment external to the OBIDIC B system. Lach has a fixed
assigmient to serve one definite processor and is not accessible to the other

processor.
On the other hand, the balance of the entire input-output system does



not have a fixed assignment. Operating on a first come first serve basis, it
da entirely posaible for one processor to automatically monopolize the use of

both converters, the Data Retrieval Unit and a complement of devices. «ithout

a converter the other processor cannot reach any device even if it is available.

Under such a circumstance, the other processor would have no choice but to wait

for a converter to become available, In some special cases, the other processor

may have just received, through its ow Real Time system, an urgent request

which requires data processing through the service of a converter, Upon

ceiving such a request, it is possible for the other processor to shorten the

In-Out operation of the first processor, waking the converters available.

BRILF Di3ChIPTION OF PROCESSOR

Since minimum equipment is a major design requirement, most full length
registers normally existing in other OBIDIC Computers are stored as locations

in the These reserved memory locations are referred to as simulated

registers, Simulated registers include the Accumulator, the Geregister, the

Beregister, the Program Counter, the Program Counter Store, and seven index

registers. They can be addressed in exactly the same way as their counterparts

in other MOBIDIC computers. As shown in Figure 2, only two full-length physi-

cal registers are used in each MOBIDIC B processor, the Memory wegister (MR)

and the Control Kegister (CR). 'These registers and other essential parts in

the processor are described as follows:

The timer, containing three counters, receives pulses from the

system clock. The processor executes instructions by proceeding through a

sequence of events, Certain events, suchas memory operations, occur so fre-

quently that a separate counter Til is used to control these operations. The

execution of instructions require several memory operation. Counter TI indicates

which of the several memory operations is currently in progress. Finally, if



an input-output access to the central processor is required, the instPuction

execution must be interrupted and a new sequence of events mst start. A

third counter TB controls these input-output processing operations.

Core Meaory Each processor of the NOBIDIC B system is provided with two

4096=word core memories with a readewrite cycle of 8 us. It can be readily

expanded to 4 memories per processor when desired. It can be ultimately exe

panded to 7 memories, totaling 28,384 words.

Memory hegister The MR is directly connected to the memory. It is a

38~bit register and is used as the memory in-out register. The MR is also used

as an arithmetic register during execution of the instructions,

Contro Register The CR serves primarily as a 37-bit arithmetic register

corresponding to the accumulator in MOBIDIC. In addition, the first 15 bits

of CR are also used as the memory address register during initial access to

the high-speed menory.

Decoder Register This is a 6=bit register used to store the instruction

while it is being executed. Its output interprets the instruction stored and

energizes appropriate control lines to inititate execution of the instruction

speciried,
Control The control unit contains the logical circuits to control all of

the detailed operations of the computer.

Special Address Control The special address control unit contains the

decoders and control circuits to address the core memory locations which are

reserved for special registers of the processor and the Data hetrieval Unit.

Among the registers specified by the special audress conirol unit are most of

the simulated registers. The contents of these registers can be transferred

to the MR and then to the CK whenever it is requested, .

T, Counter The T Counter is a 7-stage counter used in both shifting and

multiplying opsrations.



System Glock The aysten clock provides standard p and t pulses spaced

one microsecond apart to the entire system. There is a separate clock for

each processor. This makes the processors identical. One system clock may

be used to control the entire system operation when the processors are work-

ing together depending upon which processor is in full control of the progran.

'Sy stem ius Control The system bus control circuits regulate and direct

the flow of traffic between the two In-Out Converters, the Data Retrieval Unit,
and the two processors. These control circuits give either processor

procssor
access

to the aystem bus.

INPUT-OUTPUT SYSTEM

& more detailed description of the various components in the In-Out aystem

will now be given. Reference should be made to Figure 2,

In-Out Converter There are two In-Out Converters in MOBIDIC B. They are

used as buffers between the input-output devices and the central processors.

They assemble data coming in from a device and put it into MOBIVIC word format

before transferring it to the central processor. Conversely when data is to

be sent out to the device from the central processor, the converters decompose

the standard MOBIDIC word and reassemble it into the proper format for the

particular device which is to receive it. In addition, converters also have

the function of synchronizing the operation of the devices with that of the

central processor. In this way, the information transfer between the converter

and the device can take place quite independently from the operation of the

central processor. Internal computation is only interrupted curing access to

the MEMOTY e

Data transfers between converters and processor memories are handled on

& "busy-bit" basis over the system bus. As soon as 4 converter is selected



the processor will transfer the entire In-Out Instruction to the Converter.

The processor subsequently goes on to execute the next instruction and exerts

not further control to the converter. The converter, taking upon itself to

execute the instruction it has just received, proceeds to communicate with the

device addressed and sends out or receives data from the device. When the

converter is ready to send in or to-receive another word from the processor,
it will signal the processor by raising a busy-bit. Detecting a busy bit,
the processor will interrupt its operation and take care of the converter.

Real-Time System There are two identical Real Time Systems. tach system

consists of an input register, an output register and an input address register,
Each Real Time System is assigned to a processor which provides the cummunication

link between the two central processors of a single MOBIDIC B system between

two MOBIDIC B systems, between a MOBIDIC B and MOBIDIC A computer or with other

FIELDATA computers and communication equipment. In all cases except the last,
the Real Time Output Register in one Real Time System can be directly connected

to the Real Time Input Register of the other Real Time System, In the FIELDATA

application, a buffer unit may be required between the Real Time System and

the external equipment. For example, A Kineplex is required when the teletype

communication equipment is connected to MOBIDIC B.

Data Retrieval Unit The DRU is a special unit designed to assist the data

retrieval program from the storage files. It is connected to the system bus

as well as the In-Out bus. It will examine all the data being transferred from

the Magnetic Tape (or Mass Memory) to the converter, After extracting the

desired portion, the data is then sent to the core memory for further pro=

cessing.
Mass Memory 'The Mass Memory is needed to provide an exceptionally large

data storage capability. It consists of 8 magnetically coated dises, giving



a total of 16 usable disc sides. There are 4,096 tracks on which the data

can be stored. Storing is done in a serial-serial manner which can be con
tinuous from one track to the next. Track switching is done automatically.
There are two magnetically engraved clock tracks, one at 150 KC bit rate and

the other at 225 KC bit rate. The maximum random access time of the mass

menory is less than 0.5 seconds,

Magnetic Tapes A total of & magnetic tapes are currently provided in
MOBIDIC B. They could be either the comercial FR-300 type or the militarized

type. They have 8 channels which incorporate a parity error detection channel.

The nominal tape speed is 150 inches per second (reversible) with approximate

start and atop time of 1.5 ms. The nominal character rate is 45 KC.

Flexowriter The Flexowriter is a special electric typewriter that operates
at a speed of 10 characters per second. 1t can be used on or off-line or as

an output device for producing ard copy or punched paper tape,

Paper Tape header There are two rhdoelectric paper tape readers, one

being a 5-hole and the other an 8-hole reader. These input devices have a

nominal reading rate of 270 characters per second.

Paper Tape Punch The two Paper Tape Punches include a 5-hole punch and

an 8-hole punchy both are directly adaptable to the reader. Both types prepare

punched paper tape at a nominal character rate of 100 per second.

DUPLEXING CAPABILITIES

The two MOBIDIC B processors are tied to a common systen bus and share 4

common set of in-out equipment. It is beyond the scope of this paper to give

a detailed description of the entire duplexing capabilities existing in

MOBIDIC B.A 86parate technical paper is to be published treating this subject

in greater detail. Briefly, there exists a set Of control lines connecting the



two processors directly. Through these lines the operating status of one

processor can be monitored by the other processor. Through these control lines

also, one processor can exert control and give command to the other processor

in a limited manner. In particular, one processor can prevent the other from

coming to a complete halt condition, thus keeping the other processor in a

state of readiness to accept information which may be transferred into it from

the first processor, Moreover, one processor can restart the other after

that processor has completed a program. in addition, one processor can give

an input-output instruction which is to be executed by the other processor,

For example, one processor may give a write instruction to have information

contained by the othar processor written out onto a magnetic tape. That same

controlling processor can subsequently give a read instruction to have the

same information read from the magnetic tape back into its om Memery for

immediate use. Thus one processor can effectively make use of the data stored

in the other processor's manory. Conversely, one processor could give a set

of instructions which will result in the transforsation of data from its memory

into the other processor, For this type of operation the programs in the

two processors must be coordinated. Some circuits are built into the "OBIDIC B

system to direct such traffic. between the processors and avoid any uncertainty

ag to. the direction of information flow between then.

Full utilisation of the ubuilt-in" duplexing capabilities of :OBIDiC B

should provide a challenge to the imagination and foresight of programmers.

Many programs could be written to take advantages these duplexing facilitites.

For exanple, one processor could enter into a different program as a result

of the decisions made by the other processor. Also, one processor could take

over the other's task if St discovered that the other processor was either

overloaded or incapacitated.



CdECK «ND CONTROL CONSOLE

An automatic marginal checking system is incorporated in MOBIDIC B. The

checking circuit is so designed that the bias voltage in each row of every rack

in the computer is modified by a predetermined amount. while the bias voltage

of the row is maintained at this changed value, a sinple check program, which

is stored in the computer, will be run through once, The result of this program

can be ebserved, an error condition will be indicated by a pilot light on the

console, «Al rows are automatically tested in succession in such a

It is possible to bypass some racks in the computer so that marginal, voltages

are rot applied and checking is uot performed on them. This is necessary to

enable one processor and some associated input-output equipment to be in cone

tinuous operation while the other jrocessor is undergoing test.
The control console for MOBIDIC is also duplexed. It consists of two

dependent and identical consoles assembled side by side. Lach console is pere

manently connected to one processor and thus communicates only with its assigned

processor, For ease of operation, each control console is divided into 6 hore

izontal areas. At the vary top of the consvle is located the marginal check

voltage contrel., Inmediately below this area is the control for the power to

the computer, The master clock selector is also located in this area. The

display register is situated next in line, extending completely across the cone

sole. This is a full Length indicating light register which is used to display

the contents of any register or memory location selected by the operator. The

area below holds the controls for.the flip-flop and error detection. Directly

beneath are the controls for the insertion of manual jinstructions. Initiation

control for the computer such as start, halt, and single pulse, are laid out

in the bottom row on the control console,

Inasmuch as the control congoles are assigned to their respective processorg

operation of one console is entirely independent from the other, However, since

the two consoles are located side by side, the operator can easily observe the



status of both processors, allowing conveniént control of both processors

during du.lex operations.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Since there are only two physical working registers in each cental proces=

sor, connections from the central processor to the in-out system are made only

through the Memory Register. Traffic coming in and out of the nemory as well

as going to and from the in-out system frequently create logical problens.

Resolution of these logical problems result in a slight reduction of computa~

tion speed.

The internal duplexing features introduced in MOBIDIC B represent a new

approach in the design of a large scale, general purpose data processing system.

There wii undoubtedly be many areas where such an approach is highly desire

able from the standpoint of reliability and economy, Full utilization of the

builtein duplexing capabilities in HOBIDIC B will unquestionably challenge

the imagination and foresight of the users, programmers and enyineers alike.
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TABLE I
MOBIDIC B INSTRUCTION REPERTOIRE

OP CODE ABER, TIME (ug) 4NSTR. DESCRIPZIONTYPE
SUB SPECIAL

2h D HALT

OL R REPEAT

38 D LOGICAL MULTIPLY

03 LGA 38 D LOGICAL ADD

Ob LGM 36 D LOGICAL NEGATION

05 28 SENSE

06 SNS 28 D SENSE AND SET

07 D SENSE AND

10 36 D CLEAR AND ADD

1 CAM 36 D CLEAR AWD ADD MAGNITUDE

D ADD

13 D ADD HAGNITUDE

u 36 D CLEAR AND SUBTRACT

15 36 D CLEAR AND SUBTRACT MAGNITUDE

16 D

17 D SUBTRACT MAGNTUDB

20 MLY 8-774 D MULTIPLY

2 MLR D MULTIPLY AND ROUND

R DIVIDE

23 R DIVIDE LONG

24 R ADD SETA

25 R SUBTRACT BETA

26 «BSP 3 MOB "B® SPECIAL

HLT0

LGM02

SEN

SNR

CLA

ADD12

ADM

SUBTRACT

88-786

2
DVL

ADB



TABLE I
MOBIDIC B INSTRUCTION REPERTOIRE (Cont'd)

DESCRIPTION
DiKECT SUB

s MOBIDIC B SPECIAL

30-66 D LEPT

46-118 d SHIFT LEFT LONG

30-66 D SulFT RIGHT

R SHIFT RIGHT LONG

30-66 D CYCLE SHURT

R CYCLE LONG

30-66 D LEFT A RUGISTER

R NORMALIZE

28 TRANS! ER UNCUNDITIUNAL

R TRANSFER & LOAD PCS.

TRANSFER TO PCS.

26 D TRAUSFiR ON POSITIVE

26 D ON ZERO

26 D TRANSFER ON NEGATIVE

;
R GOHPARE

34 D STORE

36 D LOAD

36 D HOVE

R LOAD INDEX

K ADURESS

R

OP CODR ABER, TNE (ps) TYPE

27 BSPL

SHL30

31

SHR32

33 SRL

cys34

35 CYL

36 SLA

37

TRU D40

TRL

TRS42

-= R ON iNDEXTRANSF ch43

45

URN46

47 TRC

STR50

LOD

MOV52

53

54 RPA REPLACE

55 MSK MASK



OP QUE

77

AUDB.

WWA

WOK

TABLE I
MOBIDIC B LisTRUCTIUN REPLRTOIRE (Cont'd)

TIME (us) TYPE iNSTR. DESCRIPTION
DIRECT SUB SPECIAL

S MOBIDIC B SPECLAL

S #031DLC B SPECLAL

3 MOBIDIC B SPECIAL

s OBIDIC B SPECIAL

MOBIDIC B SPECIAL

s HOHiDIC B SPECIAL

S KOiDIC B SPECIAL

30 D SKIP

30 D BACK SPACE

30 D RiAD APLPHANUMERIC

30 D READ REVERSE

30 D READ OCTAL

30 D SEARCH

30 D WRITE ALPHANUMERIC

30 D REVRITE ALPHANUMERIC

30 D WRITE OCTAL

30
REWIND

56 BSPL

38 D ON INDEX B57

BSPL60

BSPL

BSPL62

63 8

BSPL64

65. SPL

SKP6
67 BSP

70 RAN

72 ROK

73 sca

7, WAN

75

76

RwD D
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FIG. 1. MOBIDIC B WORD FORMAT

NUMERICAL DATA
PARITY SIGN MAGNITUDE

B 37 36 1

ALPHANUMERIC DATA
PARITY SPARE SIX a/N CHARACTERS

3B 37 36 1

STANDARD INSTRUCTIONS MINOR MAJORINDEX
PARITY SPARE OP CODE REGISTER ADDRESS ADORESS

8B 37 36 3] 30 7 16415 6 !y @

IN-OUT INSTRUCTIONS WORD OR DEVICE MAJOR
PARITY SPARE OP CODE BLOCK ADDRESS ADDRESS

37 36 31 30 k s @2 1



FIGURE 2. MOBIDIC B SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
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FIGURE 3. MOBIDIC B PROCESSOR
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ASSTRACT

For fixed installation, a it is cften possible to control the temperature
of ferrite core remordas within narrow limits. However, in a small mobile
computer designed to operate over worldwide conditions, this control is not
feasible because of the added weight, volume, and cost encountered. A merory
designed for such apolication has been temperature compensated by the use of
temperature sensitive components in the current sources to the xey drivers and
in the power supplies: for the Z drivers. In aidition, core derived strobing has
provided peaking time compsnsation for the sense amplifiers as changes in
transistor characteristics delay or advance drive current. This compensation
permits opertdon of an 0192 word 38 bit transistorized memory ruming at an
8 microsecond cycle timo in an ambient environment which may vary between ~30°C
and 55°c.

INTROLt! CT ION

Most comoutere use scma form of temperature control to maintain the operating
temperature of the, ferrite cores within very close Limite. This precaution is
required because of the sensitivity of the ferrite material to amcient temperature
variations. When the environmental temperature 7oes up, the coercive force W

go down and the material then loses some of its squareness, consequently becoming
more disturb~sensitive asshown in Figure 1. Therefore, if the rive current is



held constant while the temperature rises, the cores switch faster, giving

greater amplitude to the output, and the cores are more sensitive to ceturbance

by the half-selecting drivepulses, The reverse effect is observed as environmental

temperature is lowered, Below O°C, the drive which has proven satisfactory at

#25°C will produce a ONE about half as great as previously observed at normal

temperature. Under this condition, there would not be an output from a

conventional sense amplifier. Moreover, a fixed strobe would miss the peak

signal-to-noise time ig the switching characteristics were changed by such an

amount.

TEMPERATURE CONTROL

fhe general solution to the temperature problem has been to control the

temperature within the memory enclosure within a few degrees Centrigrade.

While at first this apsears to be a simple solution to the problem, it has

proven unsatisfactory over a large temperature range. To maintain the

temperature at 95° above the ambient (say at 65°C in a ~30°C ambient) it

wil). be required to install a rather large insulating oven complete with

blowers and high wattage heaters and provisions for creating turbulence for

proper mixing. When operating in conjunction with accurate thermostatic

equipment, it will suffer from the inherent disadvantages of all mechanical

components. The reliability from such components will result in degrees of

magnitude lower than that of the memory or the accompanying solidestate cir

cultry. Moreover, the cost of a good air thermostat ia considerably greater

than that of the few electrical components required to do the jobe

Temperature Compensating the Drive-Currents

Another alternative to control of the temperature of the memory cores

4s control of the drive-current amplituie. If the drive current is varied



with temperature so that half selected cores are not disturbed but the fully
selected cores are properly driven for full switching output, satisfactory
operation is obtained. From the memory cores of the type used in Sylvania's
MOBIDIC it was determined that drive-current compensation aimed solely at maintaining
constant switching time resulted in a considerably lower output signal amplitude
at the low end of the temperature range. Since the cores are less disturb~sensitive
at lower temperatures, it is feasible to compensate for constant output-vol tage~
amplitude. The constant amplitude compensation below 20°C minimizes sense
amplifier problems sinee no variation in strobe level is required, The overall
compensation curve, shown in Fig. 2, results in a constant core output below
20° and constant switching time above that temperature.
X-Y Drive-Current Sources

The drive currents for the X-Y coordinates originate from high impedance
current sources, each source consisting of a power transistor connected in the
common base configuration, The high impedance is required to maintain good
current regulation under varying load conditions. The circuit for the current
source is shown in Figure 3. Current is supplied to the emitter of the current~
source transistor by a source consisting of a reference voltage Vpep applied across.

a variable resistance network, The resistance is partially variable to compensate
for initial differences in transistor parameters. The rererence voltage VReF
is common to all current sources in the X- circuitry,
Choi.ce of Compensation Pechnique

The output current may varied with temperature by one of two methods,

Either the external emitter resistors may have a positive temperature coefficient,
or the Voltage reference may have a negative temperature coefficient. There are

no positive temperature coefficient resistors available with sufficient power



capability for the first method. Even if they were available they would not

be very practical to use because of drive current tolerances, The latter method

is considerably better since it employs only one temporature-sensitive network

per memory and uses readily available negative temperature coefficient elements.

Moreover, the common compensation assures that all drivers vary equally, thus

minimizing drive current tolerance problems.

Voltage Reference Design

Thermistors (negative temperature coefficient resistors) have a relatively
low dissipation coefficient (watts/°C rise). It is, therefore, advisable to

maintain a negligible dissipation within them in order to have their resistance

remain a function of true ambient temperature without side effects from internal

heating. Consequently, the thermistor network is buffered by a power amplifier

with a unity voltaye gain and a high input impedance, allowing the use of

current as low as 5 ma in the network.

The thermistor network and buffer amplifier are shown in Figure 4. Notice

that the Vary is derived from the -20 volt supply as indicated in Figure 3.

This means that variation in the ~20 volt supply wil] not affect the current

source accuracy. Two ttermistorsare necessary to provide the proper compensation

characteristics over the entire temperature range. A constant current of 5 ma

through the 1k precision resistor provides a constant drop of five volts. The

thermistor network with 5 ma through it will add a voltage drop of 1.0 volt at

-f25%, 2.2 volte at ~30°C, and 0.52 volts at 455°C, The overall curve between

temperature end points is.nearly linear, (note that Figure 2 is on an expanded scale)

in great part due to the constant five volts superimposed on the temperature~

sensitive voltage.
Curve

The oscillographs in Figure 5 were taken from an experimental system



consisting of transistor core drivers and a memory core. The drive current varies
through the desired pattern, although the compensation at this time was slightly
less than that shown in Fig. 2. Even 80, the ONE at ~30°C is within 10% of the
ONEs at the other temperatures. A Subsequent slight revision of the thermistor
network was made to increase drive at the temperatures, resulting ina
higher output at the low end without affecting the drive at other temperatures,
The final compensation characteristic is as shown in Fig. 2.
Compensating the Z=Drive Current

The Z-drivers do not employ high impedance transistoriged current sources
such as those used for the X- drivers, because of less stringent current tolerances,
The current for each Z winding is ietermined by the power supply voltage across
a fixed resistance in series with the winding, as shown in Fig. 6. In order to
vary the current with temperature, either the resistance or the total vol tare
across the resistance imst be varied. The first method was impractical, because

resistors with large positive temperature coefficients are not available. To

vary the whole supply-voltage with temperature is not practical due to complica-
tions in the power supply design. To overcome these problems, one end of the

current determining resistance Rl was connected to a fixed close-tolerance power

supply (used elsewhere in the memory); and the enitter of the output transistor,
(Q3, Fig. 6), was returned to a temperature sensitive supply Vereup® This supply

was designed to vary from 40.5 volts at 55 C to 45.0 volts at «300. Because

the maximmm voltage swings up to 5 volts, considerably less power ig involved in
the temperature sensitive control than if the entire 20 volt supply were to vary
from ~20 volts to «25 volts, and the percenta;e variation is less critical.
Temperature Sensitive Enitter Supply

Because the thermistor network used in the X-Y coordinate has a quasi-
linear -resistance-temperature characteristic, an identical network was used



to derive the emitter supply for the Zedrivers as shown in the circuit of Fig. 7.

A stage of inversion with a voltage gain of 2 is interposed between the thermis~

tor network and the power amplifier in order to provide the proper phase and

amplitude to the variation. The output is clamped to sround on the low end by

the transistor and to 5 volts (Aj. plus diode drop) on the high end by a diode.

This clamping insures against overvoltages on the Zedriver transistors. When

none of the Zedrivers are in operation, 7.5 amps. are conducted to ground by the

output transistor (Q5 of Fig. 7) of the Veep circuit. When Z~drivers are being

pulsed, the Veeup output ecnducts the difference between 7.5 amps and the average

Z-drivor drain.

Compensation with Core~Derived Strobe

The compensation of the drive currents still allows some variation in the

peaking time of the core output, even for perfect amplitude compensation.

OVER, temperature affects the drive circuit delay. These effects can be observed

in Figure 5. The compensation for this variation is made completely and simply

by the use of a core=-derived strobe pulse, The time-diacriminatingstrobe is

derived from a standard core receiving the same current as the selected cores in .

the memory. That core is essentially wired to receive a full read and full write
from the x and y drivers selected to supply the rest of the memory. The output

of the core is therefore a standard ONE produced at the same time as ail other
ONE being out. This output is then properly shaped and suitably delayed

to supply a strobe pulses for the memory sanse amplifiers. The block-schematic

in Figure 8 gives the outline of the method employed. Experimental results in

a full memory show that variations in the sense amplifier output of 0.8 micro-

seconds may occur and are compensated by the core<derived strobing even when

ZERO's; are larger than ONE's (under virgin-checkerboard test).



CONCLUSION

The operational limits of the memory were extended by the combination of

core-derived strobing and temperature compensated drive currents, as shown in

Figure 9, which is a "shmoo" plot of temperature versus discrimination level
limits of thea sense amplifiers. The smaller area with cross-hatching shows

the limit with core derived strobe but without temperature compensation; the

larger encompassing area shows extension of these limita by the temperature

compensation. With neither core-derived strobing nor temperature compensation,

the limits are reached at and

Because the MORIDIC computer in which this memory is being used is intend-

ed for battlefield operations, provision is made for retention of the informat-

fon in the memory even after the computer is shut down. Conceivably the infor=

mation could be read into the memory at one temperature and later read out at

another. Tests performed on the cores showed no measureable difference betweon

ONE's read out at a civen temperature regardless of the coretg temperature when

the information was stored in it. Thus retention of memory is possible even if
the machine is shut down and restarted in a new and widely different environment.
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FIGURE 3. CURRENT SOURCE
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FIGURE 5. TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED OUTPUTS
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FIGURE 6. CIRCUIT FOR Z-DRIVER
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FIGURE 7. TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED VOLTAGE SOURCE
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FIGURE 8. CORE-DERIVED STROBE SYSTEM
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A COMBINED ANALOG-DIGITAL DIFFERENTIAL AMAIYZER

By
Harold K. Skramstad

Mational Bureau of Stendards
Washington, D.C.

. ABSTRACT

An differential anelyzer hes been designed
which combines the anelog advantages of high speed and continuous
representation ef variables with the digital capability of high
precision and dynanic range. it is besed on representing dependent
variables by two quantities, a digital number representing the
more significant pert, an electrical voltage representing the less
Significant part. Ae in the electronic analog computer, time is the
independent varieble.

The design of components required to build a computer of this
combined type, such as integrators and multipliers, are given,
examples of how the solution ef a few elementary differential
equations would be carried out are presented.

tal



lopeA COMBINED ANALOG-DIGITAL DIFFERENTIAL ANALYZER

By
Harold K. Skrametad

Rationel Bureau of Standards
Washington, D.C.

The electronic analog computer, although very useful in solving many

problems, and particularly useful in solving dynemic problens described by

differential equations, suffers from limitstions of accuracy and dynenic

range. The digital differential enelyzer, although capable of providing

any required degree of accurecy or dynamic range, is slow in operation

and subject to possible instability of solution due to quantizstion and

the use of finite difference calculus in integration. By combining analog

and digital techniques, it is possible to combine the analog advantages

of high speed and continuous representation of variables with the digital

capebility ef high eccuracy and high dynamic range.

Dependent variables in such a combined system ere represented by two

quantities, a digitel number, representing the more significant pert, and an

electrical voltage representing the less significant part. As in the

electronic analog computer, the independent variable is slweys tine. Let

us consider what form some ef the required computer components, such as

integrators ead sultipliers, would take is such a combined systen.

Inteqrstor
Assume we wish to obtain the following:



+ J xdt (2)
4

y*y

where x and y are functions of the time, and T is the "time constant" of
the integration, As in the digital differential analyzer, it is necessary
that the problem be scaled so thet the maximum value of all dependent
variables will not exceed unity. Let each of the two dependent variables
x and y consist of a digital pert and an analog part, denoted by the sub-

scripts D and A, respectively. Thue, we haves

Ry * x (2)

y*y *% (3)

t
+ ra + f (iy + (4)

e

A

Let ue assume time to be divided inte discrete equal intervals of

deration At, and thet the digits] parts of x and y can change only at tines
which are integral multiples of At. We may then write for the value of y at
a tine t somewhere in the nth intervals

*
Yop * You (xp), A + (xp), f- + j (3)

where (x,), is the value of Kp during the ith interval At. Figure 1 shows

a curve of x a8 an arbitrary function of t. The area under this curve from



t= 0 to any arbitrary t would equal y in equetion (5). In this special
cave, the first two terns on the right of equation (5) {Yon and You) ore
were. The first term in the bracketed expression, represented by area 1,
is the integral of the digital pert of x up te the time (n~1)ate The

second tera in the bracket expression, represented by ares 2, is the integral
«(OF the digital part of x between (n1)At and t. The third tern,
by eres 3, 45 the of the analog part of x fron t=0 te t.

Figure 2 fs a block diagren of an integrator unit. It contains an

taput digital register 8 digital register 2, two digital~to-analeg
converters, an snalog integrator, a special resettable analog integrater,

analog summer, and a comparator unit. The register Yp shom on the far
right of the figure ts the input register of the next component to which

his Unit might be connected in solving # problem. 2 is the analog reference

voltage supplied to the digital-to-analog converters, end a is the digital
value of the reference voltage 8, chesen for any gives problem se ss te

provide the desired compromise between speed of solution sad precision,
subject to the limitation that should not exceed o/At, The sumber

of digits required in the Xp end R registers will depend wpon the ninimun

value ef a for which Provision is to be made; the minimum value of a will be

one in the leaat Significant digit of the register.
At the beginning of each At period, the values Xp and R are sampled

and converted to analog voltages which are held constant during the period,

unaffected by future changes in Xp or R which occur during the period.

The value of x, {6 then algebratoally added to theR register. The

:



voltage Ves which represents thet portion of the prior sumetion of

(xp)
At which is of snalog magnitude is given during the nth interval At bys

V, (6)

The voltage Vos which provides integration of the current Xp value within
the nth interval At, and which is reset te zero at the end of his interval,
is given by

«2
(xp),

at (7)

The veltege Vee which represents the purely analog integration of the

continuously varying analog pert of x, is given bys

(a) >

a 4

These three velteges are added in the analog sumer to give voltage Y,
The analog part of the output of the integrator.{s equal tot

1 2 +

tf, at any tine during @ period At voltage V at output of the enslog
sumer exceeds @ predetermined upper threshold, this is sensed by the

comperator, and during the next At intervel, Lemodiately following the

addition ef Xp to R, unity is subtracted from the & register end the number

a 18 edded to the input register of the following unit (5 in Figure 2),
Conversely, if the voltsge V fells below a predetermined threshold, unity i

edded to the R register and the number a is subtracted fron the input register
Of the following unit.



The time constant T of this integrator unit is equal to » 86 C8A

be seen from the following. Assume thet from time 0 up to a time t during

the nth interval St, the comperator has initiated subtrections of unit.

from. the R register, end the addition of Nc to the y, register, The

contents of the R register at this tine is

(10)Re (xp), -

A
a

and the value of Yp is given by

Yn
*
Yop * Ha

Substi tutiag equations (6), (7), (8) and (10) into (9) and solving for

Yao we obteaiar

Va (xp), Ma > weAt (xp)5 fe. (n-upac} (22)
is]

t
+ Yoa * t J x,at

ist

r

(13)(11) end (2), we heve
-1

* (xy), at + (xy),+ & x,at
A OD OA At

Equation (13) is seen to be identical to equation (5) if



Multiplier
Let us sow investigate the form by combined analog-digital

multiplier. Suppose we wish to obtain the product x xy. Assuming, as

before, that eech variable consists of a digital part and en analog part,
we havet

By + Mey, + BY, (14)

where the subscripts D and A signify the digital and enelog parts, respectively.

Assume, 86 before, that time is divided inte equal intervals of duration At,
and that the digital parts Xp end can change only at times which are

integral multiples of At. Figure 3 is a block diagram of a aul unit.

It has three digital registers for Xp Yo and R, three digi

converters,an anslog summer, on enalog miltiplier, and s comparator unit. As

before, E is the analog reference voltage and c is the digital value of

the reference voltage 2, chosen for any given problem so 86 to provide the

desired compromise between speed and accuracy, subject te the condition that

neither nor should exceed o/At.

At the beginning of each period At, the velues of Yop and & are

sempled and converted to voltages which are held constant during the period.

If, during the period, x, receives an increment (or decrement) a from another

wait, p is edded to (or subtracted from) Ry and if yp, receives an increment

(ox decrement) a from another unit, 19 added to (os subtracted from) 2.

If beth and Yp change during At, the additions to must either be done

serially, using the new x, or y, obtained after each addition to R, for the

next addition to R, ox seme other system must be used to obtain a true digital



«Ju

product *pYp° The quantity wilh contain twice as many digits as

OF yp the more significant half will be of digital magnitude, and appear
IR Zp» the input register of the following unity and the less significant
half will he of analog magnitude, and vemain im the & register. The refermce

voltage E is applied te the digital-to-analog converter connected to register
R, producing an output voltage V, * ER; the input voltage y,B/a is applied
te the converter connected te the register % producing an output

and the input voltage &x,/a le applied to the converter

An analog

multiplier 1s connected to the two analog inputs By,/a and tx,fs « Its
output, ettenuated by 2, produces a voltage * « Am analog sumer

a

Vy» Vos Vay end v,sums the A

During the next At after the voltage V exceeds (or falls below)

predetermined threshold unity 16 subtracted fron (or added to) the

A register and the number c is added to (or subtracted from) the input

register of the following unit (ey in Figure 4).
It should be noted that for emsll values of c the snelog multiplier

may be omitted, producing s meximum error of a. For valves of a less then.

the precision of the anslog components, say .001 or less, thie error is nag-

ligible.
If ene of the factors to be multiplied is a constant, the equipment

required is simplified, since only one digitel register needs to be capable

of accepting increnents, and the 8 register receives additions from only

one other register. If the factor is @ purely digital number, one of the

digital-te-analog converters and the analog sultiplier may he enitted.



Summing may most easily be done by permitting each integrator or

multiplier unit to accept digital increments and analog volteges from

several units. For example, in the integrators of Figure 2, if the

increments from a number of other units are connected to its register,
acd tf the of the increments put cut by these unite te Mo

period, the

other units would each be connected to an input euming resistor in the

"analog integrator.
In the case of the multiplier unit, if the tc increments fron a aunber

of ether unites are connected to ite x-register, and if the sum of the

increments put out by 6 ic, y, would sumed fate the R

register M times. The analog cutpute from the other units would be connected

to inputs of analog whose output would form the anslog iaput

«8
a
Solytion of Siaple Differential Eavations

Fuesples of the operation ef this proposed combined system be

im xy would equal Na. The analog eutputs from the

from following in detail how some simple differential equations would he

to the aultiplier.

solved.

Let we consider firet the differential equation
R (35)

"Figure 4 chows block dlegran of how a single integrator unit with

output fediback lato ite input would solve this equation. The voltages

Vio Vas and V are these defined in equation (6) to (9).



Differentiating equations (6) to (9), we obtain, since y = 06

o

From the interconnections of Figure 4, the following expression aust holds

(17)

V will then be given by the following differential equations

(16)

At3

ys (1a)4

Subject to the initial conditions thet at t = 0, * Xy,, and *

the differential equation will have the following solution

ve
+

9 (19)

and x will be given by

t* At

(Xap + Mage (20)

Figure 3 shows in detai} the quantities that would appear in the

and R registers, the voltages Vos V59 ead as functions of the

time, using the following parameterss

EB @ 100 voits At * 0.) sec

Xop « 0.5 Xo,



The threshold values on V for initiating decraments to the Kp regieter

end subtracting one from the R register are plus and minus 80 volts. In

this example, since c = 0.1, the precision obteined in solving this equation

thevld be 10 times that which would be obtained in solving this on a purely

analog computer with analog components of equivalent precision to those of

the combined systen.

Another example of the operation of the proposed conbined systen {

the solution of the following simple differential equation

k =x (41)

(22)

Figure 6 shows a block diagran of how two integrator wits would be

interconnected to sclve these equations. The voltages Viye Vos Vas are

these defined by equations (6) to (9), snd occur in the integrator containing

ay the primed voltages are these which cecur in the integrater containing x'.
e ae

Differentiating equations (6) to (9), we have, since V, = V, = 0s

y«a V5 (23)

e ae +
(24)

From the interconnections of Figure 6, the following expressions ere seen

to holds

e C

a + at (2)

y At (26)
3



«ll.

The quantities V and ' therefore will be given by the following differential

equations:

y' (27)&t

v (28).

Subject to the condition that at = 0, X, *

5 these differential equations will have the following solutions

OD + Xp.) sia (29)a 45 (x* + x?oa)
St +E (xAt

(xh, + sin (30)

and the quantities x end x' will be given by the following expressions

xh ex + EVO (x'gg + x"ca) + (agp + Xp4) in (32)

+x'x (xeo A (31)

Figure 7 shews in detail the voltages which would sppear as a function

of the tine when solving the above equation, using the following values of

the vartous parameters

& * 100 volts 0.) &t * Oot seeae

Son
« 0.3 "op = Q zon"
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As in the previous exemple, the threshold values on and " for

initiating positive or negative increments to the 5 er the register,

ere plus and ainus SO volts, respectively. Figure 8 shows the results of

combining the digital and anelog portions. The broken curve is the digitel

pert only; the smooth curve is the sum of the digitsl and analog perts. As

firet example, the precision attained should be 10 times thet which would

be obtained aolving these equations on an analog computer with analog sompo-

nents of equivalent precision te those used in the combined system.

Component, Requirenents

Mow a few words on the characteristics needed in the hasdwase to realize

the above components. For e maximum speed-precision product to be obtained,

the value of At should be an email as possible consistent with hardware

limitations. The smaller At fe made, however, the greater the bandwidth

required in the operational amplifiers, since the analog voltages must be

capeble of @ full scele voltege excursion & during the time 4t. The

digital-to-enalog converters should be capeble of holding their output

values constant during each period cf At end equal to its velue at the begin-

ning of the period, and then rapidly changing to ite new value et the

beginning of the next period. In the case of the integrator, the necessary

additions of x, to Ry subtractions of +1 from R, end incrementing the input

registers ef following units, and in the case of the multiplier, the additions

of x, and y, to Ry subtractions of + 1 from Ry and incrementing the input

registers of following units must all be completed within the peried At. In

the integrator unit, the resettable analog integrator sight well consist of

two analog integrators with switching between them sc thet each ia used to

integrate during alternste At periods while the other is being reset.



Discussion end

There sre @ number of problems associated with this combined system

that have not yet been tnvestigated. One of these, which this computer

has in common with both analog and digital differential analyzers ie thet

of proper scaling 0 es w plevent averfiowing of the digital
saturation of the analog integretors. Another is the choice of the threshold

voltages for the comperstor unite. It 18 possible that the best value for

both upper end lower threshold voltages should be sero ~ requiring a positive

or negative digital Lacioment to be seat to the next unit esch At, depending

upon the eign of the voltege V. The problem of scaling and choice of

thresholds are interrelated, and it should be pessible to exercise som.

contro} over the overlosding of analog integretors by proper choice of the

threshold volteges.

The number of digits to be carried in the digital registers depends,

of course, on the minimum value of c for which provision is to be made. Ian

genera), the 8 registers should contain one sore binary digit than the

other registers te prevent overflow under conditions where the large Xp of

the same sign a8 8 is added to A,

For any particular problem, the value of « to be chosen depends upon

the particular compromise between precision and speed ef solution desired.

As a simple (illustration, consider integration of the function x * A ein at, and

assume At equals .001 ,001, and Atel. Since the asximum time

rete of change of this function A should not exceed Zp, the highest

frequency representable at full-scale eaplitude weuld be @ = = 1 redien



per eecond, and the precision (sssuming an analog resolution of .001) would

be one part in one million. If we chose a * ol, the highest frequency

representable at full scale amplitude would be 100 radians per second, and

the precision would be one part in ten thousand.

The combined analog-digital differential analyser of the type described

shows premise of overcoming some of the ileltetions of present designs of

differential analysers which use purely ahalog or purely digital techniques,

and of providing @ such grester precision-epeed product then ie possible with

existing digitel differential analyzers. If analog componente ef sufficient

bandwidth are available, the precieion-speed product of this combined

System thould be grester than that possible with a parallel digitel differential

enelyzer of equal length digital registers end equal iteration rate, by 8

factor dependent upon the resolution of he anslog cemproants perheps a

factor of one thousend.

The greatest usefulness of the proposed system is believed to be on

problems where the precision required is of the order of 10 te 100 times

greater than that obtainable by enaleg methods, yet sequires the real-time

speed of anaing methods. In this case, integrators and multipliexs of the

combined system would contain short digital registers and only moderete

requirements would be put om the speed of witching circuits aad the bandwidth

of the anslog components.

'Mork {s under way at the Mational Bureau of Standards to construct

breadboerds of ntegrstor and two multiplies units, esch capeble of

receiving inputs from two other units. The digital registers and digittal-

to~analog convertere ere being constructed from transistoriszed digits!



building block packages developed at NBS, and the enslog components from

commercially sveilable operstional wide band amplifiers. These unite are

planned to have 7 bit plus sign input registers, & bit plus sign *R* registers,

an analog reference voltage of 10 volts, and operete with a At of one

millisecond.

The author wishes to acknowledge the assistance of the Nevy Buresu of

Aeronautics in supporting the construction ef the breadboard units for

evaluating the proposed computer systen.

Rev. 12, 1989
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computers whicn might ce called universal iterative circuits. This

Lass can be rigorously cnaracterized and formally studied (the

characterization wili be pubiisned in another paper). The present

formulation is intendec as an ubstract prototype if current

component research is successful, could read to a practical computer.

:



General Desertption

Tne computer carn be consilered to be composed of modules arranged

in a 2-dimensional rectangular grid; the computer is homugencous (or

iterative) in the sense that each of the modules can be represented by

the same fixed logical network. The modules are synchronousiy timed

and time for the computer can be :sonsidered as occurring it screte

steps, Q, a

Basteally eacn module consists of a bina storage register

vogetne: with associated circuitry and some auxiliary registers (see

Piz ve either active or inactiveAt cach time-step a moduie may

the number in its storageAn active module, in effect, interprets
There is noregister as an instruction and proceeds to execute it.

restriction (other than the size of the computer) on tne number of

Ordinarily if a module M(i, 2)active moduies at any given time.

3 active at time-step t, then at time-stepat coordinates 1,3) 3

one of thereturns to inactive status and its successor,MC

4 ( q +) Mfour neighbors 1 (i, jel). M(4-1.5), or MUL, becomes active.

True oc wnen the instruction in the storage(The exceptions to this

aeregister of the

as, for exumpic,

instruction).
The success

It we dregister.
module itse: f, i

then a given sub-t

line of successore



V raw >

ONee, sy tnat there are ocders whieh
control fue course of action - are also orders equrvalent to
Store orders whic. ean alter tue Qumber {anc cence the instruction) ir.
a svorage cegister., Therefore tne number of Sub-vrograms being
can be Yar Le.: with time. and the variation car be vontrollod Dy

more sub-programs,

Phe of & moaule curing euch time-tep can be divided into
three successive pneses:

(i) During phase one, the inpat puase, a module's Slorage re Zl
"an De set to any number Suppliec by a source external to the computer,
The input phase will be discussed in secticn 5,

(2) During phese two, an : module determines tue Location
of the cperand, tne storage register upon wnier its instruction is to
operate. Id DS tne module does by, in effect, opening a path ( 4 sequence
of gates) to the Operand, Phase two, called the path-building phase, will
be discussed in section

: + 7

:

1 r

(<) & phase three, the execution phase, the active module

interprets and executes the Operation coued in its storawe registe: .

The execution phase will be discussea in section 4

d



: aterage register
4: cy, lr effect, opening a petn

properties of mo :

mo i nay o given special which marks it as a point

Ma ne+ Le +

1
+ q Prom its2 5

7 its : +5 a Lurage registe

: a : : iné as he

: tne : of M is tne successors of M (see

Note thet tre sine of re orc nay iJ extreme ases

i + Line of predecessors oF an active

I : : rye : MOU Lit re 4 series ot

: + part oY pulse two tune specification

and oo, tue etc: Ape register of an active module

4 : : its to tne (if
Liv. The path cits are then used by the

4 the operand (tae storage register

ra o é gine at 4 y one path can originate

and belongs to path in direction

: S borage> egieter equa

nen

i & : MoM 41 : we 4. LO such that, for each k,

kK k

: 4

4 >

tne module

1 € 1 ig at 3 18 gales t

: BUA 1 j reg. Gers 74i

possesses



appropria ve *-register (bj) ,09 \ is turned on. When

(b,,b5)* is on 14 gates ines (to ce deserited) from the module M(i,J)
to its neighbor M(f4b), vermitting certain signals coming into

M(a,d} to be passed on +o M(i+b,. i+ and vice-versa, Since each

: gates 8. Separate set or lines, & moduie may (with certain

oxeeptions) belong to ac many as four patns. Once a *-register is

turnea on iv stays on until turnea off; thus a path, once marked,

persists untii erased.

The modules belonging tc a & patn can be separated into sub-

seguences seguents. EKacn sexment of the pati is the resu.t of

the complete phase two action of a single active modu e. A segment

consiats of y modules extending parallei to one of the axes from some

position ( i through positions (itb,,J+bz2), (142b,,i+2b.,),...5
(it(y-l)b, i4 \ )b. where d)= + 7 or 9 and by

= #(1- [by] )3

tne module at (ityb > tye) will be called the termination of the

segnent (note that the termination of the segment is not a member of

the segment). The segments are ordered se that the first segment

constructed nas as its initial moduie the Pemocule. The Kth segment

conztructes as part of the path has as its initial module the termination

of the K segment. if the path consists of n segments, the termination

of she n segment (the last segment constructed) will be called the pata

termination (see fig.7).

j

+ } 1

As noted, tne path specification bite yy,...5 : and d,,d., «re

gated down the Line of predecessors from the storage register of the active

module to the nearest at tne start of phase two. If yn= +



4yi5 determine the rength anc direction 2

respectively, of tue new segnent. The total namber of digits oy,

equal to 1 gives the lengtn of the + f j of the digits are equal.

to turn on

and set an auxiliary register, tne direction register, in the initiai

module of the new segment. This gives the by ,bo of the segment.

The direction registers of tne otter modu.es belonging to the segment are

all off, but eaen of the modules be.onging to the segment (including

the initial one) has its (bj,b5)* register turned on,

When ypy=l, the final segnent of the path originating at the P-modu e

{g erased. That is, tne direction register in the initial module of the

last segment is vurned off and, as a consequence, all *-registers marking

the last segment are turnea olf. Tf tne path consists of a singe segment

or none ut all the effect of is to Sum off the direction register

in the Pemodule thnreov making tne the termination of the path.

That is, in this Latter case, the path has no segments but it does nave 4

termination - the P medule itself (note that the status of the

is unchanged ).

The following additjorai rules apply tw paths:

(1.) When a given mod ib the termination of several paths anu e

register on~pulses arrive over more than one path at tne same time, + the

result ig no action - the register is not o on and none of

the paths are extended,

(2) one patn can proceed through 6 module in whieh the direction

register is on. Whenever the direction register of a given M is

given @ new setting, any patus a ready runuing through tiat
turnec on or

moduse will now ha



path, the ction Lying oelween M ann the path termination is at

once erased ~ the *-regisvers ana direction registers marking that portion

of the path are turned off,

(3) No P-module can belong to any part of a path other than its origin.

If a path in the process of construction reaches a P-module then all
construction ceases and the P-module becomes the termination of the path

regardless cf the value of digits Further extension of

the path will not be carried cut unless the P-module's status is changed

(its p bit set to zero),
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tne present there are basic orders:

Une : de {thmetic operation ADD. ADL causes the
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operand) ve transferred to tue nearest :

whatever numbe q Une 8 4 register of u lt mu! (By using
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CWO} Ceduces ba : : : :

: active Li ow : f'

then 4 of orion Simply Wuse. the ve

Live modice at of

Drovices & convenient OF buliding Leng pathbe in a given

on since, If N is the cuuber in tue nearet? the patn-

building phase of the active module is iterated \ times.

(5) SEY REGISTERS causes the first 4 bits of the mwaber in tne

Le to be used to cet all rep, oters at the

nearest patn teruination, the jee register being set on is

4

n 4

4 co

that the SET PREQGIETER order:One section 6

can give the operand active status by setting vhe approort

auxiliary register. Tn ths case "ne cee Gi nodule gives rise LO

aotive : x qu te on tne next time-suep, its successor and operand

module, dy tuls means one sub-progvam can tlate activity in aye

yO) Re "ORD wk' of a tne 7 tasty roy.

upe nearest patn 4 re jon to be recorded in tne first wv : ts of the
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(6) STOP causes the acuive module to become inactive witnout passing

on the activity to its successor 4% the next time-step.

With tne exception cf the OTOP, ITERATE SEGMENT, and TXANSFER orders,

the active moduie becomes e and {ts successor becomes active at the

conelusion of the execution of an order.

It is possible for a given active module to have no nearest P-module

(or A-module) for any one of three reasons: (1) the modu e :toes not have

a line of predecessors, (2) none of the modues along the line of predecessors

is currently designatea a P-module (or A ), (4) there is no P-moduae e

along the line of predecessors between the acLive modu e and the nearest

lf there is no nearest module then there is neither path-

building nor execution of instruction with respect to the active module

( regardiess of tne content of its storage register). Tf there is no

nearest A-moau e along tne line of predecessors then the instruction of

te carried out (assuming 4 nearest P-module

Me following additional rules apply to active modules and their

tne active maule ts not executed although tne path-building phase will

action with respect to ~M0GU and A-modules:ules

(id Tf My belongs tu the Line of predecessors of M., if the

nearest of My is also the nearest P-module of My, and if Mo

and M, are both active. then tne action of My proceeds normaliy but Mj's

action is as if it nad no nearest
1

(2) If and M; are situated as in rule (1) except that they nave

tie same nearest A-module, without snaring tne Sain Pemodule, then the

action of Mo proceeds normally but M, acts as if it were executing 4

NO 3RDER irstruction.
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tue padr of bits the value (2,1). This on

JJJ 5 +, 4wale, + tne same

time the bits of unotner auxiviary register paer, the (Dy register,
set to mater the nits 12 storage re&ister; l.e.,

& e is given A status an be to normal
status only in one of wo restricted ways, The first way requires thus

a oTCK® order be executed by an active module whien has the given
8 Operanu module (neares+ path vermination). Then, If bit a is 0

or bit p fs 4 in the being stored. the noduLe reverts to no

éEtatas Gnu tre word a ite a inat specified oy tro
STOR eves +we has the A-modu e is unchange the STORE order
not being executed. The tner way of retucning an A-meduic to normal

requires that the A-module ive external input turing phase

+e on ( : the si

O the

E

:

> Al

one (see section 5} The above restrictions prevent the A-modu e from

ranging status wnen numbers are placed in its stcrage register during
the normal course of its rattow as an accumu During the time ac ator7

Mover uth corsage vegister are not Literpreted
anv Way except us the digiis of a blnary number.

A module tn me status can become part of a path or

several pathsj so long as it not to be tue initial module ot a path

this Latcer case the pato-buiiding action, wnich would make

kr

the A tne initial modie of a segment, is not carried out ~ the

A-modu the termination of the patna,nad
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ir tructiong the te mination of more than one : :

Sume provision must unen be imade to resolve conflicts wnen che numbers:

tne

being stored are aot idertica . In the present formation tae SOIL

s digit vy light: . a stored at bit » in tne etorage registe"

'foanu OI a if at least one of the inoning rambers 'as uw at position

(> a inet: tie+ + Stu "Eee a

of @ it is assumet : : :Var &P does not vase piace until

competion of phase three, for examp.e, trere is no

2145 truciilon of as act. WH ule vw ine

predecessors Aor, for tnat matter, upor. tre q

(7) an active mdule :ws an A- or P-module as successor ther,

at neat time-step, the As essu" of the A- or remod becomes active,

rather tha: . the A- or (nless, of course, the instruction

b

am

ted specifies otnerwise
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tnus ted are tne computer's input. Aa tne number the

reyister Ali be arbitrarily narged beg

anc its: : & telhy Al vitra :
:

anc conditionsLO: : :

Lore

ye TOR"et O' Lt

vil tne first few nowents of tme ("storing

2

sOarse, S0 % S fay "ave 4 New DL Abe iaput at -utep$

in this case modules piay a role similar to the inputs to 4 sequential

a
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tiseussions of sections r aad > tinaieute that tae cegisters

required are:

the u a one bit register whicn is on if asi only if

the given inodu.e is active;
the aver, & one register ts on tr and oniy if

A (see tar? of section 4);

I egiste @ one Lit register Wh.: ts on : and onsy if

the given mouule is the 'nitial module of a path segment;

4) ,Do)-register, a register, with two bits of storage.

indicates the cirection (b> bo) of a segment if ani if tre

Deregister ie on and which inaicates the direction of the wodiue's

successor if and LP the A-register is on.

ne (o,,b )*-registers, each is a one bit register which is on

if and only if the given is a :vember of

(ob, ,b.}.
For forma: purpose3 we Can symbo.ize the state fo given register, X

coordinates (1,3) end time t by the predicate (4,2,t) witn

a pata segment with direction

at

if the given register is

The bits ana

The stc rage

bit mwober:

label:

182

re

or at time t.

gister of Caen module in Lhe present formulation consists

(of ig.4) labeled in the folowing order:

nice 2 1 og
5 2 1

jegignate the successor and predecessor, respectively,

Orsiats of au sto:

Ls AT

5)

:

Yo 4, as ty i, 8) 854142 P a
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Operation, "he Modure nas A-mouaie status. raring Cue path

frou active module are interpreted as sepment
and uring the execution phase bits

in an active nodule are interpreted as the operation to be perform.
word in ne storage register of an is treated strictly us a binary

nh

number with being the bit and the otner n + IL bits being arranged«tt

4s with being the hign order vit and a being the low order bit.



7. Comae

A fave & spatial organizatior

as severas properties OVeT + Lnos ously ussociated with Tur ing,

and tneir conerete aor : 3 cycles in the

program can actue. ly be suore? us cycles (of guccessors) in the rectangu ar

grii (see This, jn effect, prov ides each cycisc sub-program with

an ins addrese counts modulo the namber of instructions

tn tue sub-progran (ef. an index register waich can be set to eve modulo

any base number), Furthermore, can Dé a certaintoed

area in the grid and this the spatial arrange Une -programs:

to maten, fer example tne 7 organisation oF @ process which is being

- each subprogram in this case directly simulating one of the

components of the process,

Efficient programming cr certain types cf problem will require tecnniques

similar to those reguirea asynchronous operation. That is, when severalLol

sub-programs are operating etmultanedusly, each sub-program wili from time to

time require resuits from other sul-programs, nowever tnese results will not

+ the time (desired. In problems like tnis,in generat be available at fu
a
1simulation of "highly-paralle " systemsusual Ly arising in the contro. or

witn many 10 {rit rac
say or parts ing simultaneous.y, the programmer wilt

designer.employ many of tne techniques of the logical
emphasize the desirability of 4

Prob Lens such tue One just Jiscussed

to tneoreticar investigation. The present
computer ame nab e

Dt AL : clase of computers whicn can be
formulation is one examp.c

S3+ LACT uctive techniques.
rigorously and by ab

class of computers comes as part of an effort
Ae +a tne of

>
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its 4 7 (in :

O ate wh Cage eo oruou,a

tO that cy Turing ie for proven of Loy Thus,
for : of proc2sses can pe stated as programs, or

progres, Por tne and investigated both alrectiy and

+ hte hap 3 Turing macoine) many:

GIOWU

mputab

There are severai variants of tne formulation giver here yield
are elther more flexible or nave simpler modules. As a

Single instaunc., the ing procedure could ne sitered te rake

patns in tuls way the sam: sub-programn operate

On Several registers simul caneously.

Omputer: a partialCcA word sbout concrete realization of such a

rendering of tne Logical diagrams for a moiule in tne described Computut

indicates that a module with a bit storage register could be ecnstructed

with approximately a Easic elements. this is actuslly tne cause and if
elements

per cubic toot, then the basic purtior of u computer with 10C,0UC modules

is accompiished witn aensities, say

be vealizabie within a volume of a few cubic feet (exclusive of

equipment. power supply, etz.).



Abstract: A Universal Computer Capable of Executing an Arbitrary Number
of Sub-Programs Simultaneously.

John Hoiland

The paper describes a universal computer capable of simultaneous y

executing an arbitrary number of sub-programs, the number of such sub-

programs varying as a function of time under program control or as

directed by input to the computer. Three features of the computer are:

(1) The structure of the computer is a 2-dimensional modular (or

iterative) network; thus, in a concrete realization, high density elements

and "template" techniques now being developed would be efficiently used.

(2) Sub-programs can be spatially organized and can act simultaneously

thus facilitating simulation or direct control of "highly-parallel"

systems with many points or parts interacting simultaneously (for example,

magneto-hydrodynamic systems or pattern recognition problems ). (3) The

structure and behavior of the computer can be given a rigorous symbolic

formulation, Thus by considering the rectangular grid to be infinite in

each dimension (in analogy to the infinite tape of a Turing machine),

many problems of automata theory can be expressed in a formal framework

similar to that provided by the Turing machine for problems of computability.

In particular, problems concerning growing automata (cf. Von Neumann's

scheme for self-reproducing automata and Church's potentially infinite

automata} can be investigated both directly and theoretically.
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